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In this dissertation, a novel two-phase switched reluctance machine (SRM) with a stator
comprised of E-core structure having minimum stator core iron is presented for low-cost highperformance applications. In addition, three new magnetic structures for the E-core SRM
comprising two segmented stator cores or a monolithic stator core are proposed for good
manufacturability, mechanically robustness, ease of assembly, and electromagnetic performance
improvement. Each E-core stator in the segmented structure has three poles with two small poles
at the ends having windings and a large center pole containing no copper windings. The common
stator pole at the centers in the segmented E-core is shared by both phases during operation.
Other benefits of the common poles contributing to performance enhancement are short flux
paths, mostly flux-reversal-free-stator, constant minimum reluctance around air gap, and wide
pole arc equal to one rotor pole pitch. Therefore, two additional common poles in the monolithic
E-core configuration are able to significantly improve efficiency due to more positive torque and
less core loss by the unique design. Using a full MEC analysis, the effect of the common-pole
structure on torque enhancement is analytically verified. Efficiency estimated from the dynamic
simulation is higher by 7% and 12% at 2000 rpm and by 3% and 7 % at 3000 rpm for the
segmented and single-body SRMs, respectively, compared to a conventional SRM with four
stator poles and two rotor poles. The new E-core SRMs are suitable for low-cost highperformance applications which are strongly cost competitive since all the new E-core SRMs
have 20% cost savings on copper and the segmented E-core SRMs have 20% steel savings as

well. Strong correlation between simulated and experimentally measured results validates the
feasibility of the E-core common-pole structure and its performance. A simple step-by-step
analytical design procedure suited for iterative optimization with small computational effort is
developed with the information of the monolithic E-core SRM, and the proposed design
approach can be applied for other SRM configurations as well. For investigating thermal
characteristics in the two-phase single-body E-core SRM, the machine is modeled by a
simplified lumped-parameter thermal network in which there are nine major parts of the motor
assembly.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
The study of energy-efficient systems has been intensified in every area due to worldwide
concern on energy crisis and increasing demand for electric power, and the same trend has been
growing in motor drives from the academic and industrial viewpoints. Therefore, new variable
speed brushless motor drives are gaining considerable ground in a host of applications requiring
lower energy consumption with less material utilization than existing counterparts in the market
place.

In 60s and 70s, dc motor drives having a separately excited stator and a SCR rectifier
bridge for armature control were able to dominate most of low-power, low-performance
applications such as machine tools and position control applications [1]. However, the
mechanical contact between the commutators and brushes limited their lifetime and created
acoustic noise and electromagnetic interference (EMI). This was a big bottleneck preventing the
dc motor drives being selected in high-quality high-reliability applications along with other
performance demerits like low overload capability, low power density, and low efficiency
constraining their future not to be expanded for high performance operation. In 1964, the
development of inverters and pulse width modulation technique allowed ac motor drives to be
gradually considered in the variable-speed motor drive market [1]. Since high volume
applications such as appliances, pumps, fans, automotive, and power tools have been grown with
significant interest in industries, the requirement of cost savings and high reliability has forced
the existing ac machine drives to be more competitive by the fact that they are limited by the
ubiquitous full bridge inverter and low fault tolerance caused by the coupled phase windings.
Recently, switched reluctance motor (SRM) drives have become one of the strong candidates for
variable-speed drives, due to their low-cost doubly-salient robust motor structure, comprising of
compact concentric windings on the stator poles and no copper, aluminum, and permanent
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magnets (PMs) in the rotor and relatively simple converter topologies compared to PM and
induction motors representing ac machines.

SRMs are generally driven by means of unipolar currents in a power converter to be
switched on and off with respect to the rotor position using a certain control scheme determined
by performance requirements. Therefore, three major studies on machine design, converter
topology, and control algorithm play a strong role in characterizing the performance of SRM
drives. As a good example of thorough research of low-cost SRM drives, Krishnan [2] et al. have
conducted on the analysis and design of a low-cost, one-switch converter to eliminate a
regenerating circuitry with a resistor dissipating a part of magnetically stored energy. Due to the
minimum number of semiconductor switches per phase, the converter topology was claimed to
be suited for cost-competitive applications. He proposed another novel single-switch singlediode converter for operating with a single-phase SRM having four main poles, four auxiliary
poles in the stator, and four rotor poles [3]. Copper windings are placed on both the stator main
and auxiliary poles. One set of two diametrically opposite auxiliary interpoles contributes to
stable starting in the clockwise rotation, and the other set of the interpoles works in the same way
in case of counterclockwise direction. In 2005, Krishnan [4] et al. examined the modification of
the previous converter and a corresponding control scheme for reliable starting and four-quadrant
operation with the same motor configuration presented in the previous publication. Stable selfstarting algorithm assisted by the interpolar windings at any rotor position enables the singlephase low-cost SRM drive to successfully fulfill the four-quadrant operation. In addition, using a
controllable switch and an auxiliary capacitor in the converter, energy stored in the stator main
windings can be transferred to the interpolar windings, and during the time, the flowing energy
builds up some positive torque sufficiently enough to pull the rotor out of the aligned position.
Based on this thorough study, for the purpose of reducing the cost of the overall drive, it is noted
that it might be straightforward to search for a better hardware combination among potential
candidates of machines and converters, and then, the control will be optimized to enhance the
drive performance if necessary.

First, the research of converters for single-phase, two-phase, and multi-phase SRMs will
be briefly reviewed as following. In [5], Vukosavić and Stefanović evaluated five feasible
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converters under the assumption that two conventional multi-phase SRMs such as three-phase
six-stator-pole two-rotor-pole (6/2) and four-phase eight-stator-pole six-rotor-pole (8/6) SRMs
are chosen to be energized by the given converter candidates. This study presents the quantitative
comparison of the converters in terms of the peak voltage and current ratings for the power
switches as well as the size and peak ratings of components in the dc link. In [6], Pollock et al.
addressed the importance of selecting a proper power electronic converter to match with a given
application regarding the cost of the overall system since power electronics become relatively
expensive in low-power single-phase SRM drives due to less requirement for steel and copper in
the motor compared to multi-phase SRMs. Ten converter topologies are briefly outlined in terms
of the number of switches and their basic features: a dissipative converter, a bifilar converter, a
Sood converter, an auxiliary dc rail converter, a series capacitor auxiliary dc rail converter, a
buck-boost SR converter, a capacitor dump converter, an asymmetric half bridge converter, and
two dc link voltage boosting converters. The selection procedure among the ten converters is
introduced by means of a flowchart based on efficiency, motor size, cost, voltage ripple in the dc
link, and so on. In the two converter papers, there was no further effort on optimizing the
machines for the purpose of obtaining significant additional cost savings since the machines
must be another key component in terms of the cost of the overall drive system.

Krishnan [7] et al. made a contribution to an approach to the analysis of existing low-cost
converters operating an SRM structure specifically designed for a low-cost high-efficiency
brushless drive. The authors examined the quantitative evaluation of the converters with one of
which the proposed two-phase flux-reversal-free-stator SRM was intended to achieve better
system efficiency and lower noise. The final decision among the competitive converters has been
made with trade-off between the cost and performance such as device ratings and converter
efficiency estimated by the switching and conduction losses at the rated condition. This research
provides an elaborate methodology describing the detailed procedure of selecting a costcompetitive high-efficient converter capable of interacting with the given new SRM for better
system efficiency with minimal cost. Even though more ongoing studies on converters will be
expected in some ways, it can be noted that the previous research of converters has been
established well enough to search for a proper combination with single-phase SRMs up to multiphase SRMs according to the specification of cost and performance. Therefore, the objective of
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this dissertation will be to find a novel switched reluctance machine in order to link with the
existing low-cost converters leading to a complete low-cost high-efficiency SRM drive. As long
as any novel SRM of interest can be proven in terms of being compatible with the existing
converters, the novel SRM will be able to have more potential to be widely utilized in
applications using the guideline that the previous research of the converters has already verified
in terms of cost and performance. In summary, the focus of this dissertation is to find a new
SRM structure satisfying two demands in noticeable cost savings and high efficiency required in
most of emerging applications, and the proposed SRM has to be general regarding the principle
of its switching operation so that any proven low-cost converters can be considered as a
combination of being equipped with the machine for a low-cost high-efficiency SRM drive.

1.2 Review of low-cost switched reluctance motors
Switched reluctance motors are classified as shown in Fig. 1.1. First, all the SRMs are
classified as either rotary or linear motion by the nature of moving direction. Due to the distinct
difference of motion of the linear SRMs, they are suited for machine tools and servo drives
requiring accurate motion control, and hence, the linear SRMs are not a good fit to be considered
in high-volume cost-effective rotary applications such as home appliances. In Fig. 1.1, the
rotating SRMs are briefly reviewed and compared in terms of the cost regarding other categories
such as phase number, magnetic field direction, and winding type.

First, due to the small number of phases in single and two-phase SRMs, they are more
suitable for cost savings than multi-phase SRMs with regards to steel and copper in the motor
and switching devices like IGBTs and diodes in the converter, and hence, the multi-phase
machines have been pursued for high-performance operation. Therefore, the search of new SRM
configurations with one or two phases will be considered in this dissertation. In order to compete
with the existing SRMs, the new single or two-phase SRM will be aimed for not only cost
savings but also efficiency improvement. Additionally, single-phase SRMs will be investigated
to determine whether they are a better phase number for low-cost high-efficiency applications
because of their higher possibility on cost savings compared to two-phase counterpart.
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The types of the rotary SRMs are further divided by the direction of magnetic field for
generating torque. Some of the rotary machines are called a radial-field SRM under the condition
that the magnetic field is perpendicular to the rotor shaft. When the flux is able to flow in parallel
to the rotor shaft, such a machine is considered as an axial-field SRM. Also, there are
combinational SRM structures having both radial and axial flux.

Fig. 1.1 Classification of SRMs

Various single-phase axial-field SRMs have been attempted. In 1987, Chan [8] proposed
a novel single-phase SRM where toroidal windings are placed on six C-shaped stator poles, and a
six-pole rotor is assembled outside the stator. For low speed applications, both the stator and
rotor can be cheaply fabricated from solid steel. However, laminated silicon steel reduces more
core loss. Parking magnets need to be incorporated to ensure the preset rotor position for
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restarting. This kind of the axial-field SRM is usually designed for special applications like
ceiling fans and propulsion drives in which the total axial length is small so that the machine fits
into the limited axial space. In [9], a novel single-phase SRM structure having a combination of
two different lamination sets in the stator and rotor is introduced, and due to the distinct design,
the machine is able to produce torque in both radial and axial directions. As a result, this
magnetic configuration contributes to the increase of maximum inductance leading to positive
torque enhancement. In [10], a single-phase SRM having six disk-type poles in both the stator
and the rotor is proposed, and due to the distinct physical shapes in the stator and rotor poles, this
machine exhibits both radial and axial flux paths at the same time, and parking PMs are
employed for starting in this machine. A significant demerit of these axial-field structures is that
difficulties in the stacking and stamping procedures of the individual laminations should be
carefully treated due to their folding lamination method [8] and the two different sets of stator
laminations [10]. As a result, generic radial-field SRMs are considered to be more easily
fabricated in the stamping and stacking steps, saving the manufacturing cost, and making the
total SRM drive less expensive.

The last category in Fig. 1.1 is the type of winding, either concentrated or full-pitched
windings. In [11], a single-phase four-stator-pole four-rotor-pole (4/4) SRM is described. The
winding is a full-pitched type instead of a concentrated one commonly used in SRMs, and hence,
the flux pattern is different from a conventional 4/4 SRM design since the stator pole sequence in
the new motor is NNSS rather than NSNS in which N and S represent north and south magnetic
polarities, respectively. In addition, PMs are inserted into the new magnetic structure for stable
starting. More copper is required due to the long end-turns of the full-pitched windings placed
inside two diametrically opposite slots, and hence, this type of winding method is not cost
effective. Another single-phase SRM for replacing a universal motor is presented for a vacuum
cleaning application [12]. Since universal motors are employed in most of existing vacuum
applications due to the low cost motor, concentrated windings are utilized in the single-phase
six-stator-pole six-rotor-pole SRM to compete with the universal motor. The paper examined the
reliability of the proposed starting method for which the phase excitation technique with two hall
sensors and parking PMs is addressed. There are two separate PMs, and due to the attraction
force between the PM sets, the rotor stops at an appropriate position for stable starting. However,
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the predetermined rotor positions are not guaranteed all the time, and the aid of a pulse excitation
scheme in the phase windings with respect to rotor position from the hall sensors ensures reliable
starting in the proposed drive.

In [13], for a variable-speed pump application, a novel hybrid SRM is introduced, and
stator phase windings with the inclusion of PMs in the middle of each stator pole are able to
produce a combination of reluctance and cogging torque. The PM cogging torque aids starting
performance at rotor positions where the phase windings have zero torque.

According to the publications [8-13], parking PMs are frequently employed for reliable
starting in most of the single-phase SRMs, but the insertion of PMs gives rise to some additional
disadvantages such as magnets’ temperature sensitivity, more complex manufacturing, and
greater cost. New ideas of single-phase SRMs for stable self-starting may overcome
shortcomings in the PM-assisted designs, and the feasibility of other starting techniques is
discussed in [14-18]. In 2006, Fletcher, Helal, and Williams [14] proposed a starting approach
for a single-phase 2/2 SRM with the incorporation of a short-circuited turn of copper called a
shading coil inside each rotor pole. As the rotor spins, current induced in the shading coil
generates flux in the shaded portion of the pole to oppose flux caused by the stator windings, and
hence, this reaction in the shading ring allows the rotor to move away from the aligned position
due to the production of small starting torque. Various other approaches are introduced by a form
of stator pole arc extension [15-16], asymmetric stator pole design [17], or stepped rotor poles
[18].

Regarding the cost of single-phase SRMs, they have been reviewed to narrow down to a
rotating radial-field concentrated-winding type, but in terms of employing those single-phase
SRMs for high-performance applications, they have several limitations. They have lower
performance than two-phase SRMs because of their 50% motoring or braking torque duty cycle,
which gives rise to as much as 100% torque ripple, and their inability to self start at any rotor
position without additional means or auxiliary devices leads to higher manufacturing cost. Hence
two-phase SRMs have gained more attention recently since they are not plagued with the
drawbacks of the single-phase SRM. Reducing the cost of SRMs by making the power density
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comparable to machines with higher number of phases and reducing the number of phases while
maintaining efficiency is essential for successful application of SRM drives in low-cost highefficiency applications and that is the importance of research into two-phase SRM architectures.
In the next two sections, the recent achievement of two-phase SRM drives is described, and a
novel two-phase SRM is proposed as a candidate for low-cost high-efficiency applications.
Finally, the objective and contributions along with the organization of this proposal will be
summarized at the end of this chapter.

1.3 State-of-the-art review
The requirement for low-cost electric motor drives has been increasing, particularly in
high volume applications, and high efficiency is demanded at the same time. Therefore, in SRMs
with one or two phases, a two-phase option is more preferable in terms of performance. The
recent study of two-phase SRMs will be reviewed to figure out a direction for the development
of a novel low-cost high-efficiency SRM.

Wale and Pollock [19] proposed a two-phase SRM comprising fully pitched windings in
the stator, and each set of windings is placed in diametrically opposite slots, unlike conventional
concentrated windings, even though the physical structure of the stator and rotor is identical in
the two different winding methods. In this research, the structure of four stator poles and two
rotor poles is employed. Continuous unipolar current is applied to one set of windings, and the
rest of windings are energized by bipolar current from a converter so that the magnetic mutual
coupling of those two currents in the two windings leads to positive torque generation. For the
independent excitation in the fully pitched windings, four different converter topologies, such as
independent supply excitation converter, series field H-bridge converter, series field split
capacitor supply converter, and series field boost converter, are introduced. Pollock et al. [20]
continued to research on a two-phase fully-pitched winding SRM which is referred to as a flux
switching motor. For torque generation, phase current is conducted in two sets of windings
where unipolar current is continuously carried by field windings, and armature windings are
excited by switching the flux polarity with respect to rotor position. In 2006, Pollock et al.
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published another paper [21] in which a two-phase flux switching motor comprising eight stator
poles and four rotor poles is examined for automotive applications requiring for the replacement
of many mechanically driven parts by electrically driven one. In the flux switching motor, there
is more possibility for significant copper savings by using concentrated windings, but the change
of winding type leads to the loss of the high torque characteristic. Therefore, the flux switching
motor is not suitable for low-cost high-efficiency applications.

In [22], a new magnetic configuration of axial dc flux assistance from toroidal windings
is incorporated into a two-phase 4/2 SRM. The inclusion of the toroidal windings boosts
magneto-motive force (MMF) to the concentrated phase windings on the four stator poles, but
the flux pattern is different from a conventional 4/2 SRM in that a pair of magnetic polarities per
phase in the proposed stator is NN or SS instead of NS or SN. However, the inclusion of toroidal
windings adds additional costs in the copper and manufacturing process.

Pengov, Hendershot, and Miller [23] disclosed a new two-phase SRM for the reduction
of mechanical ovalization generated significantly during phase commutation. This machine has
eight stator poles and four poles in the rotor with asymmetric placement and sizing of the rotor
poles. The arc of two diametrically opposite rotor poles is similar to that of the stator poles, but
the other rotor poles have a relatively large arc angle so that the asymmetrical rotor geometry is
able to transit flux paths from a two-pole to a four-pole pattern as the rotor moves. This flux
transition during phase commutation is claimed to contribute to the reduction of acoustic noise
by lessening magnetic ovalization without additional assistance of a control scheme and/or a new
converter topology. The focus of this study is to reduce acoustic noise instead of thoroughly
optimizing the machine in terms of the cost and efficiency.

Unlike single-phase SRMs, two-phase SRMs have no need for additional devices such as
PMs and auxiliary windings for stable self-starting which lead to the increase of manufacturing
and material costs. In [24], since asymmetric pole shaping in the rotor along with the proper
selection of the rotor pole angle is able to extend positive torque region, the design modification
ensures continuous self starting at any rotor position in a two-phase four-stator-pole two-rotorpole (4/2) SRM equipped with concentrated windings. Therefore, in terms of cost and
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performance, this two-phase 4/2 SRM is chosen to compare with the novel structure that will be
proposed in this dissertation.

In [25-26], the novelty of a two-phase SRM with no flux reversals in the stator is claimed
for its contribution to the reduction of core loss. Additionally, shorter flux paths due to two third
utilization of the stator steel for torque generation is effective for lessening core loss compared to
a flux switching motor and a two-phase 4/2 SRM presented in [19-21] and [24], respectively. In
the flux-reversal-free-stator SRM, the rotor pole profiling is shaped in a way that nonuniform air
gap is experienced at an overlap position between the stator and rotor poles, and this asymmetric
design of rotor pole shaping is suited for self starting at any initial rotor position as verified in
[24].

The recently proposed flux-reversal-free-stator two-phase SRM, is one possible low-cost
high-performance solution for variable speed applications [25-26]. It has a stator that has lower
core losses due to the absence of flux reversals in the stator core and a phase flux path that only
traverses two-thirds of the back iron leading to lower MMF force requirements. One drawback of
this SRM is its unbalanced radial forces which are a result of unequal stator pole arcs in a phase
even though in many applications unbalanced forces are handled by proper bearing choice. But, a
new machine structure that preserves the advantages of the above mentioned SRM while having
balanced radial forces would present a key advantage for many applications. Hence, a novel twophase SRM structure which uses E-core structures to comprise the stator capable of providing
significant cost savings is proposed in this research. This new novel SRM stator has almost no
flux reversals in the stator compared to conventional two-phase SRMs. It also has balanced
radial forces and short flux paths enabling significant reduction in the volume and weight of the
machine.

1.4 A Novel Two-phase E-core SRM
This section presents the basic concept of the two-phase E-core SRM with common
poles, by describing its novel structure and its operating principle for one of the possible
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configurations with E-core stators having a common-pole. Additional machine configurations
with different numbers of E-cores and rotor poles are possible and will have the same operating
principle as the presented configuration. The significance of the common pole and its effect on
MMF, reluctance and torque generation is also presented.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.2 E-core SRM with common-pole showing flux paths when phase windings are energized
(a) phase-1 windings energized (b) phase-2 windings energized

The novel E-core SRM is shown in Fig. 1.2. It has two E-cores with three poles each, in
which the middle poles, C1 and C2 which are referred to as the common poles have a pole arc
equal to one rotor pole pitch,

 C1   C 2 

2
Nr

where θc1 and θc2 are the pole arcs of the common poles.
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(1.1)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.3 Flux paths in the machine when phase-2 is excited in the (a) unaligned position and (b)
aligned position

Phase-1 is comprised of diametrically opposite poles S1a and S1b, one from each E-core
and they have concentric windings around them. Similarly, phase-2 is comprised of poles S2a
and S2b. Fig. 1.2(a) shows the fully aligned position of the rotor poles R4 and R9 with phase-1
stator poles. At this position rotor poles R1 and R2, and R6 and R7 are fully unaligned with
respect to phase-2 stator poles, S2a and S2b respectively. Fig. 1.3(a) shows the flux paths in the
machine when phase-2 is excited in the unaligned position. In Fig. 1.2(b), rotor poles R1 and R6
are fully aligned with phase-2 stator poles S2a and S2b. When phase-2 is excited in the fully
aligned position, the flux paths in the machine are shown in Fig. 1.3(b). It should be noted that
aligned and unaligned positions with respect to each phase do not take the common poles into
consideration. Due to the diametrically opposite poles of a phase and symmetric flux paths in
the machine, the radial forces are balanced.

The poles of both phases are wound such that flux is generated in the same direction, i.e.,
radially inward or outward. The common poles in the E-core SRM only provide a return path for
the flux. Therefore, the flux generated by one winding of a phase does not link with the other
winding of the same phase on the opposite E-core stator segment. When compared to a
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conventional two-phase SRM, say with four stator poles and two rotor poles (4/2 SRM), the flux
generated by one winding of a phase links with the second phase-winding.

1.5 Objectives and Contributions
Emerging applications in variable speed drives belong to low cost and high volume
categories. They demand compact, high efficiency, easier manufacturability and brushlessness
thus driving research to newer machine topologies. To fill such a need, a novel two-phase SRM
with E-core stator structure is proposed. The machine is analyzed, modeled, designed and
experimentally tested. Its major advantages are the stator core having a mostly flux-reversal-free
stator, hence lower core losses, reduced copper and its losses because of the lower build with
smaller stator pole cross section compared to conventional SRMs, balanced radial forces thus not
requiring any special bearings, higher performance indices such as power density and higher
efficiency.

Research work in this proposal makes the following contributions.

1) A magnetic equivalent circuit (MEC) approach is used to determine the maximum capability
of the machine in the form of deriving its aligned and unaligned flux linkages versus stator
current excitation and it is correlated by two dimensional finite element analyses. Correlation
of simulation results with experimental prototype performance demonstrates the validity of
the machine design and its viability for practical applications. A few methods to assemble the
motor inexpensively are described to demonstrate the suitability of the proposed motor
design for manufacturability. The results indicate with fair confidence that this machine is
viable for low cost and high volume variable speed motor drive applications.

2) It is noted that the common poles contribute to short flux paths and almost no flux reversals
in the stator. The common poles have constant minimum reluctance around air gap leading to
significant positive torque improvement. Straight back irons in the I-yoke and L-yoke E-core
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SRMs enhance manufacturability, and two bolt holes at the ends of both yokes considerably
improve assembling capability and mechanical robustness without affecting the flux paths.

3) The MEC technique is employed for validating the benefit of the E-core common-pole
structure through nodal analysis by means of permeance equations representing all flux paths.
Less saturation and higher permeance in the common poles is effective for torque generation,
and hence, the rate of change of total permeance in the L-yoke single-body E-core SRM with
respect to rotor position from unaligned to aligned rotor positions is higher than that of a
conventional 4/2 at most of rotor positions. As a result, it is noted that the common-pole
structure is a key factor for torque enhancement in the L-yoke single-body E-core SRM.

4) The new E-core SRMs are suitable for low-cost high-performance applications which are
strongly cost competitive since the all new E-core SRMs have 20% cost savings on copper
and the segmented E-core SRMs have 20% steel savings as well.

5) Due to the unique design of common poles which is their arc angle equal to one rotor pole
pitch and their intentional placement in between stator excitation poles, the common-pole Ecore structure experiences less saturation and higher permeance in the common poles leading
to high torque production. The insertion of two additional common poles into the segmented
configuration improves positive torque production, and using a full MEC analysis, the effect
of the common-pole structure on torque enhancement is analytically verified.

6) In this proposal, two different types of a two-phase E-core SRM (L-yoke segmented and
monolithic E-core designs) are proposed and analyzed for good manufacturability, cost
savings, and performance improvement. The novel E-core structures have the following
advantages over conventional SRMs. First, the new E-core SRMs are suitable for low-cost
high-performance applications which are strongly cost competitive since the all new E-core
SRMs have 20% cost savings on copper and the segmented E-core SRMs have 20% steel
savings as well. Simulation results show that higher efficiency by 7% and 12% at 2000 rpm
and by 3% and 7 % at 3000 rpm for the L-yoke segmented and L-yoke single-body SRMs,
respectively. Additionally, the E-core SRMs have lower radial force density in terms of the
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peak and average value. The laboratory testing matches with the analytical prediction on
phase current, voltage, and efficiency

7) A simple step-by-step analytical design procedure suited for iterative optimization with small
computational effort is developed with the information of the monolithic E-core SRM, and
the proposed design approach can be applied for other SRM configurations as well.

8) Due to the benefit of a lumped parameter thermal model leading to the investigation of
thermal variation in any part of a motor, the lumped model is suitable for validating thermal
behavior of a new machine structure. Hence, a two-phase single-body E-core SRM is
modeled by a simplified lumped-parameter thermal model in which there are nine major
parts of the motor assembly such as end bells, stator back iron, stator teeth, stator windings,
air gap, rotor teeth, rotor back iron, inner air, and shaft.

1.6 Organization of the Proposal
This proposal is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, a novel two-phase SRM with a stator
comprised of E-core structure having minimum stator core iron is proposed. The concept and
principle of operation of this novel SRM and its comparison to existing two-phase SRMs are
detailed. In Chapter 3, three new magnetic structures for an E-core SRM comprising two
segmented stator cores or a monolithic stator core are presented for good manufacturability,
mechanically robustness, ease of assembly, and electromagnetic performance improvement. The
novel SRMs are compared to a conventional two-phase SRM using a pole arc to pole pitch ratio
technique, by which all the SRMs are designed and compared so that the E-core new designs can
be relatively evaluated in terms of cost savings. Chapter 4 presents the unique design of common
poles which is their arc angle equal to one rotor pole pitch and their intentional placement in
between stator excitation poles. By means of the MEC technique, it is verified that adding the
inclusion of two additional common poles into the segmented configuration improves positive
torque production. The comparison, in Chapter 5, includes torque, copper and core losses,
efficiency, and radial force in order to validate the distinct features of the E-core SRMs through
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the dynamic simulation. For experimental verification, laboratory testing of a segmented E-core
SRM is conducted. A good agreement between the simulated and measured results is shown.
Chapter 6 presents a simple step-by-step analytical design procedure suited for iterative
optimization with small computational effort using the information of the monolithic E-core
SRM, and the proposed design approach can be applied for other SRM configurations as well. In
Chapter 7, since the possible investigation of thermal variation in any part of the motor using a
lumped parameter approach is simple enough to investigate the thermal behavior of any new
machine structure. Chapter 8 provides a comprehensive summary of the major conclusions
arising from this research study.
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CHAPTER 2
NOVEL TWO-PHASE SWITCHED RELUCTANCE MACHINE
USING A COMMON-POLE E-CORE STRUCTURE
A novel two-phase switched reluctance machine (SRM) with a stator comprised of E-core
structure having minimum stator core iron is proposed. The E-core stator has three poles with
two poles at the ends having windings and a center pole containing no copper windings. The
center stator pole in the E-core is shared by both phases during operation. The air gap around the
common stator pole has constant and minimum reluctance irrespective of rotor position by its
unique design, and the two remaining stator poles at the ends experience variable reluctance with
respect to rotor position. The stator is constructed with two independent and physically separate
E-cores and the rotor is comprised of ten poles. Other pole combinations are possible. Phase
excitation in the novel SRM gives short flux paths, hence reducing the magnetomotive force
(MMF) required to drive the machine resulting in significant reduction of copper wire and corelosses compared to existing two-phase SRMs with flux-paths that traverse the entire stator back
iron. The concept and principle of operation of this novel SRM and its comparison to existing
two-phase SRMs are detailed in this chapter. Comparison between finite element simulations and
magnetic equivalent circuit (MEC) analysis for inductance are made and compared to
experimentally measured characteristics. Furthermore, comparisons between a conventional twophase SRM and the novel SRM are made in terms of its weight and output torque.
Manufacturability and cost savings of the unique SRM structure are presented. It is shown that
the E-core SRM using common-stator-pole has 50% less iron in the magnetic path compared to a
conventional two-phase SRM.
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2.1 Introduction
Variable speed brushless motors are gaining considerable ground in a host of applications
requiring high performance as well as low cost. The switched reluctance motor (SRM) is one of
the strong candidates for variable speed drive systems, due to its lowest cost structure,
comprising of a stator with salient poles and concentric windings, and a rotor without windings
or permanent magnets when compared to induction or permanent magnet (PM) machines,
respectively [27].

AC machines including PM and induction are also limited by their power converter, the
ubiquitous full bridge inverter and low fault tolerance due to coupled phase windings. SRMs are
generally driven using unipolar currents and this has enabled a variety of power converter
topologies suitable for applications ranging from high performance to low cost [28]. In fact, the
lowest cost single phase brushless power converter with one controllable switch and capable of
four quadrant control was successfully demonstrated recently [29].

Another key factor to improving the SRM drive system, making it more attractive to
industry is availability of various machine structures that can be utilized for a specific
application. Single and two-phase SRMs have the greatest advantage for adoption in high
volume applications such as home appliances and power tools [29-31]. Single phase SRMs have
lower performance than two phase SRMs because of their 50% motoring or braking torque duty
cycle, which gives rise to as much as 100% torque ripple and their inability to self start at any
rotor position without additional means or auxiliary devices thus leading to higher manufacturing
costs [29-31]. Hence two-phase SRMs have gained more attention recently since they are not
plagued with the drawbacks of the single phase SRM. Reducing the cost of SRM motors by
making the power density comparable to machines with higher number of phases and reducing
the number of phases while maintaining efficiency is essential for successful application of SRM
drives in low cost applications and that is where the importance of research into two-phase SRM
architectures arises.

The recently proposed flux-reversal-free-stator two-phase SRM, is one possible low cost
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solution for variable speed applications [26, 32]. It has a stator that has lower core losses due to
the absence of flux reversals in the stator core and a phase flux path that only traverses twothirds of the back iron leading to lower MMF force requirements. One drawback of this SRM is
its unbalanced radial forces which are a result of unequal stator pole arcs in a phase even though
in many applications unbalanced forces are handled by proper bearing choice. But a new
machine structure that preserves the advantages of the above mentioned SRM while having
balanced radial forces would present a key advantage for many applications. Hence, a novel
two-phase SRM structure which uses E-core structures to comprise the stator capable of
providing significant cost savings is proposed in this chapter. This new novel SRM stator has a
flux reversal whose magnitude is low compared to conventional two-phase SRMs. It also has
balanced radial forces and short flux paths enabling significant reduction in the volume and
weight of the machine.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 delineates the concept and novelty of
the E-core SRM with a common stator pole. Section 2.3 contains the characteristics of a
prototype machine and contrasts it to a conventional two-phase SRM with four stator and two
rotor poles (hereafter referred to as a 4/2 SRM [33]) designed for the same application. Section
2.4 contains details on physical assembly of the E-core SRM and the cost savings in
manufacturing. Section 2.5 has experimental results obtained from the prototype invention
followed by conclusions in Section VI.

2.2 The Two-phase E-core SRM

This section presents the basic concept of the two-phase E-core SRM with common
poles, by describing its novel structure and its operating principle for one of the possible
configurations with E-core stators having a common-pole. Additional machine configurations
with different numbers of E-cores and rotor poles are possible and will have the same operating
principle as the presented configuration. The significance of the common pole and its effect on
MMF, reluctance and torque generation is also presented.
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2.2.1 Concept

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.1 E-core SRM with common-pole showing flux paths when phase windings are energized
(a) phase-1 windings energized (b) phase-2 windings energized

The novel E-core SRM is shown in Fig. 2.1. It has two E-cores with three poles each, in
which the middle poles, C1 and C2 which are referred to as the common poles have a pole arc
equal to one rotor pole pitch,

 C1   C 2 

2
Nr

(2.1)

where θc1 and θc2 are the pole arcs of the common poles.
Phase-1 is comprised of diametrically opposite poles S1a and S1b, one from each E-core
and they have concentric windings around them. Similarly, phase-2 is comprised of poles S2a
and S2b. Fig. 2.1(a) shows the fully aligned position of the rotor poles R4 and R9 with phase-1
stator poles. At this position rotor poles R1 and R2, and R6 and R7 are fully unaligned with
respect to phase-2 stator poles, S2a and S2b respectively. Fig. 2.2(a) shows the flux paths in the
machine when phase-2 is excited in the unaligned position. In Fig. 2.1(b), rotor poles R1 and R6
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are fully aligned with phase-2 stator poles S2a and S2b. When phase-2 is excited in the fully
aligned position, the flux paths in the machine are shown in Fig. 2.2(b). It should be noted that
aligned and unaligned positions with respect to each phase do not take the common poles into
consideration. Due to the diametrically opposite poles of a phase and symmetric flux paths in
the machine, the radial forces are balanced.

The poles of both phases are wound such that flux is generated in the same direction, i.e.,
radially inward or outward. The common poles in the E-core SRM only provide a return path for
the flux. Therefore, the flux generated by one winding of a phase does not link with the other
winding of the same phase on the opposite E-core stator segment. When compared to a
conventional two-phase SRM, say with four stator poles and two rotor poles (4/2 SRM), the flux
generated by one winding of a phase links with the second phase-winding.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.2 Flux paths in the machine when phase-2 is excited in the (a) unaligned position and (b)
aligned position

The total reluctance of the air gap facing the common pole is always equal and constant
regardless of rotor position. The total reluctance is also minimum because there is always one
full rotor pole arc facing the common pole at every rotor position. In Figs. 2.3(a) and 2.3(b), it is
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shown that by having a common pole with an arc equal to one rotor pole pitch which is equal to
the sum of a rotor pole arc (α + β) and rotor slot width, the common pole does not contribute to a
change in the reluctance of the air gap and rotor pole facing it.

Hence, the common poles only serve as a return path for the flux generated by the excited
stator poles and do not contribute to torque generation. Electromagnetic torque and inductance
for the E-core are expressed as,

 1 dL 
T ( , i )   i 2
2
 2 d 

(a)

(2.2)

(b)

Fig. 2.3 Zoomed in magnetic structure around the common pole
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(2.3)
(2.4)

where T, i, L and θ are electromagnetic torque, phase current, inductance of one pole winding,
and rotor position, respectively. λ, N, Φ, mmf, and  are flux linkage, number of turns per pole,
flux, MMF, and reluctance of the entire magnetic circuit shown in Fig. 2.4, respectively. Rcp,
Rsy, Rsp, Rsg, Rrp, Rry and Rcg are the reluctances of the common pole, stator back iron, small
stator pole, air gap facing the small pole, rotor pole, rotor yoke and air gap facing the common
pole, respectively.
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Fig. 2.4 Magnetic equivalent circuit of the E-core SRM showing reluctance of the various iron
and air gap sections

Substituting (2.3) into (2.2) yields a new relationship of torque with respect to varying
reluctance,
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Including the reluctance of individual sections of the magnetic circuit shown in Fig. 2.4 gives,
2
 mmf  d ( Rcp  Rsy  Rsp  Rsg  2Rrp  Rry )
T ( , i)  




d




The term on the right hand side expresses torque as a function of position and MMF
dependent reluctances in the iron and air gap. Since the reluctance of the common pole air gap is
not varying, Rcp drops out. Furthermore, the total reluctance of the magnetic circuit is inversely
proportional to the electromagnetic torque and since the reluctance of the air gap around the
common pole is minimum due to a full overlap, higher torque can be achieved by E-core SRMs.
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Fig. 2.5 Flux distribution in the E-core SRM

2.2.2 Flux Waveforms

For uniform and balanced excitation of the machine phases and assuming flux in the
stator poles, the flux waveforms of the machine at various key locations can be derived [27].
Fig. 2.5 shows the flux versus position in various iron sections such as stator and rotor poles
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during operation. The solid lines and dotted lines indicate the waveforms for excitation of phase1 and phase-2, respectively. The small stator pole and adjacent back iron section of a phase
when fully aligned with rotor poles experience a minor flux reversal when the opposite phase is
excited because of the low or minimum reluctance of the aligned phase poles. This flux reversal
in the stator poles and back iron from finite element analysis (FEA) are shown in Fig. 2.6, where
the flux density vectors are plotted when each phase is excited at its unaligned position. Since
less than one-third of the maximum stator pole flux traverses through the aligned stator phase
when the unaligned phase is excited, the aligned stator poles do not generate significant negative
torque. It should be noted that common pole does not experience a flux reversal regardless of
which phase is excited. All these facts indicate that this SRM is similar to a flux-reversal-freestator SRM [26, 32] with respect to almost no significant flux reversals.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.6 FEA flux plots showing minor flux reversals in the back iron and stator pole of the
unexcited phase. (a) Phase-1 excited (b) Phase-2 excited

The rotor poles experience flux reversals four times in one revolution of the rotor, which
happens when the rotor pole is fully unaligned with phase stator poles that are to be excited. It
should be noted that switching the polarity of one phase winding will eliminate the minor flux
reversals in the stator poles and their adjacent back iron, and this setup does not contribute to
enhanced torque production compared to the previous case. The reversed phase polarity will
cause the flux to reverse in the common poles every time a phase is switched on. This leads to
higher overall core losses, as the main flux return path (almost three-quarters) is only through the
common pole. Under this condition the total core losses would increase because the common
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pole would experience a flux reversal every time a phase is magnetized and demagnetized. Fig.
2.7 shows the flux waveform obtained from FEA during dynamic simulation.

The flux

waveforms derived analytically in Fig. 2.5, correlate with FEA; the major difference is the rate of
rise and fall of flux, which is due to fast excitation and commutation of the phases in FEA.

Fig. 2.7 Flux waveforms (Weber) from dynamic simulations for the stator poles and one rotor
pole from FEA

2.3 Characterization of the E-core SRM

In this section a comparison between the E-core SRM and a conventional 4/2 SRM will
be drawn. The following assumptions are made to enable this comparison.
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The SRMs are designed for the same application using the NEMA 24 frame. Hence, the
external stator and shaft are the same. The stack lengths are also equal so that both
machines can occupy roughly the same volume.



Flux density in the main stator pole is equal and, therefore, the stator pole arc width in the
4/2 SRM is twice that of the small stator pole arc width.



The back iron thickness of both machines are equal since the back iron on one E-core
carries the flux generated by one winding only which is equal to half the total flux in the
4/2 SRM. Therefore, the small stator pole arc of the E-core SRM is half the pole arc of the
4/2 SRM.



Both SRMs have an asymmetric air gap to help with self-starting and minimization of
torque ripple. The minimum air gap length is the same in both machines. Varying the rotor
pole face to form a non-uniform air gap does not change the minimum and constant
reluctance feature of the common-pole in the E-core SRM. The constant and minimum
reluctance of the air gap around the common pole is derived analytically for two rotor
positions for an asymmetric air gap in the Appendix.
The assumptions are reasonable design criteria that can be used to compare the two

machines. Table 2.I shows the critical dimensions and characteristics of the designed machines.
From the table, it is clear that the mass of the entire E-core machine is lower than the 4/2 SRM
by 22%. The stator mass is lower by 43%, rotor mass is lower by 22% and the winding mass is
lower by 17% resulting in large cost savings for the E-core SRM.

The reduction of iron-core material in the stator is explained by the mean-flux-paths in
the iron core of both SRMs, shown in Fig. 2.8. There are two flux paths shown in the 4/2 SRM,
and the effective area of each flux path is equal to the effective area of each flux path in the Ecore SRM.
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TABLE 2.I
DIMENSIONS OF THE TWO DESIGNED SRMS

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.8 Mean flux paths for the (a) 4/2 and (b) E-core SRM
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The lengths l1 and l2 are equal in both machines respectively. The mean flux path length
in the conventional 4/2 SRM, shown in Fig. 2.8(a) is,

l fc  2  l2     l1    l1  l2   2  l2    2  l1  l2 

(2.7)

The mean flux path length in the E-core SRM, shown in Fig. 2.8(b) is,

l fe  2  l2    l1    l1  l2   2  l2    2  l1  l2 

(2.8)

The ratio of the mean lengths of the flux paths in both SRMs is (2.8) ÷ (2.7),

l fe
l fc



2  l2    2  l1  l2 
2  l2    2  l1  l2 

(2.9)

The arc subtended by the mean flux path in the E-core SRM is,

360
e 
1.5  54  0.942 radians
10
Assuming l2  3  l1 , the ratio of the mean flux paths in both SRMs can be evaluated and
given as,

l fe
l fc

 0.5  50%

(2.10)

From (2.10) it can be seen that the E-core SRM only utilizes 50% of the core material
compared to its counterpart, the conventional 4/2 SRM. This leads to significant savings in the
iron core material required to drive the SRM.

Fig. 2.9 shows the static torque profiles for both phases from FEA for the two designed
SRMs at five different currents levels. Both SRMs have a short period of overlap in their positive
torque regions between phases and no zero positive torque regions. Therefore, both SRMs are
capable of self starting for unidirectional rotation from any rotor position. Table 2.II shows the
average torque in both SRMs for one excitation cycle and the percentage difference between the
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E-core SRM and the conventional 4/2 SRM. The E-core SRM has higher average torque at all
current levels. At 5A, the 4/2 SRM generates 65% less torque than the E-core SRM. Both
machines occupy the same volume, which reaffirms the novelty and advantage of using the Ecore SRM with common pole over a conventional two-phase SRM.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2.9 Static torque profiles for both phases in the (a) E-core and (b) conventional 4/2 SRM
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TABLE 2.II
COMPARISON OF SIMULATED AVERAGE TORQUE FOR DIFFERENT CURRENT LEVELS

2.4 Physical Assembly and Cost Savings

Since the novel E-core SRM is comprised of physically separate E-cores, it is important
to evaluate cost benefits in manufacturing. Physical assembly is also a factor that needs to be
considered since the stator is not a monolithic entity as in a conventional SRM. Several methods
to assemble the stator E-cores are possible. Two feasible assembly techniques are described to
illustrate the feasibility of employing an E-core SRM in high volume (manufacturing)
applications.

Fig. 2.10(a) shows the E-core segments inserted in to a prefabricated plastic molding or
another non-magnetic material. In Fig. 2.10(b) a sleeve type fixture can be used to assemble the
E-core segments. It should be noted that the cost of a plastic molding or a sleeve fixture with
sufficient stiffness is cheaper than having a fully enclosed stator made of electrical steel like
M19.

Compactness of the common-pole E-core stator contributes to cost savings on iron. Fig.
2.11 shows a steel layout of three individual stator and rotor laminations after stamping them.
The elimination of a fully enclosed stator back iron in the E-core SRM results in 22% smaller
steel width compared to a two-phase SRM of the same stator outer diameter, leading to
significant cost reduction and better utilization of the steel. The lips attached to the ends of the
back iron on the stator are for assembly into a sleeve type fixture and to support the windings on
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the stator poles.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2.10 Assembly of E-core stator segments using (a) prefabricated plastic molding and (b) a
sleeve-type fixture

Fig 2.11 Layout of stamped E-core SRM laminations
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 2.12 Pictures of the prototype E-core machine. (a) Stator and rotor laminations, (b) rotor, (c)
stator with windings (d) stator-rotor assembly (e) complete setup for dynamic operation and
magnetic characterizations
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2.5 Experimental Verification

Experimental verification of the E-core SRM was performed to verify its design and
operation. Fig. 2.12(a) shows the stator and rotor laminations designed for the prototype system
and was used to draw the comparisons to the 4/2 machine in Section III. Figs. 12(b)-(e), show
the ten pole rotor, E-core stator assembly with windings, assembled stator with the rotor inserted
into it in a sleeve-type fixture and the complete experimental platform with a hysteresis brake
providing load torque.

Fig. 2.13 Experimentally measured static torque and its correlation with FEA results

TABLE 2.III
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE STATIC TORQUE IN THE E-CORE SRM
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Fig. 2.13 shows the measured static torque and torque obtained from FEA at different
rotor positions, for 1A, 3A, and 5A. The maximum error between the FEA and measured average
torque is 8.0% at 1A as given in Table 2.III. This is a reasonable amount of error given that B-H
characteristics of the core material in the FE software has around 5%-10% error.

Constant reluctance of the air gap around the common pole with an asymmetric air gap:
Fig. 2.14 shows overlap of the rotor poles with the stator poles for two positions. It should be
noted that fringing fields are ignored. In Fig. 2.14(a), one rotor pole is fully aligned with one
common pole and the adjacent poles do not overlap with the common-pole. The effective
overlap air gap is divided into five regions with equal arc angles, θt. In Fig. 2.14(b) two rotor
poles partially overlap one common pole and the total overlap angle is equal to ‘3θt + 2θt’ or one
rotor pole arc. A MEC based estimation of the reluctance of the air gap around the common pole
for the two rotor positions shown in Fig. 2.14 is shown below. The reluctance of the iron core is
neglected since its permeability is much higher than air.

Let lga and lgb be the minimum and maximum radial length of the air gap caused by the
uniformly tapered rotor pole face, respectively. Fig. 2.14 shows five sections in the air gap
between the common pole and the rotor pole(s). The five regions are five flux tubes whose
reluctances are combined to get the total reluctance of the air gap around the common pole. It is
assumed that the flux path is radial. In Fig. 2.14(a), the reluctance of the right most tube with
one edge length equal to lga is estimated as,

1
lgb  lga   lga
10
l  D
  Lz
A1   t   f 1
2



lf1 

R1 

1 lf1

 A1

(2.11)

where l1, A1, D, Lz are the mean length of the first flux tube, mean area of the flux tube,
maximum radius of the rotor and the stack length of the SRM.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.14 E-core SRM with five flux tubes in the air gap around the common-pole. (a) One rotor
pole facing the common pole and (b) two rotor poles facing the common pole
Similarly the reluctance of the remaining four flux tubes are given by (2.12), (2.13),
(2.14) and (2.15),
l

f2




3.5
l  l   lga
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1 f2
1 10 gb ga
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(2.13)

7 .5
l  l   lga
1 10 gb ga
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(2.14)
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l  l   lga
1 10 gb ga
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(2.15)

Therefore, the total reluctance of the air gap around the main pole is equal to the
reluctance of the parallel combination of the five flux tube’s reluctances,
5
1
1

Rcg 1 i 1 Ri

(2.16)

where Rcg1 is the total reluctance of the air gap around the common stator pole.
In Fig. 2.14(b), the rotor is rotated by 2θt and the effective air gap arc around rotor pole
R1 is 3θt. The reluctances of the air gap flux paths around rotor poles R1 and R2 are RR1 and
RR2, respectively.
3
1
1

RR1 i 1 Ri

(2.17)

5
1
1

RR 2 i 4 Ri

(2.18)

The total reluctance of the air gap around the common pole in Fig. 2.14(b) is Rcg2,
5
1
1
1
1
1


 
Rcg 2 RR1 RR 2 i 1 Ri Rcg 1

(2.19)

From (2.19), it is seen that the total reluctance of the air gap around the common pole in
an unaligned position is equal to the reluctance of the air gap around the common pole in the
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aligned position and is minimum.

A MEC approach is used to analytically predict the output power of the E-core SRM by
estimating flux-linkage versus current at different rotor positions. A correlation of the MEC
approach [27, 34-35], FEA data and experimentally measured characteristics is shown in Fig.
2.15. This method can be used to estimate the output mechanical power and design of the
machine by analytical methods, without the need to perform FEA. The maximum error in the
MEC approach at the aligned position is 12% and 25% at the unaligned position. The larger
error at the unaligned position is expected because the flux paths that are used to estimate flux
linkage by the MEC approach are difficult to predict at the unaligned position. The FEA results
correlate well with the measured flux linkage and the error is less than 7% at the measured
points. The area enclosed by the curves denotes the output mechanical energy of the SRM.

Fig. 2.15 Correlation of the output mechanical energy for the machine from MEA and FEA with
measured flux-linkage

Fig. 2.16 shows the voltage across one phase winding, the phase current and input power
to the E-core SRM during dynamic operation using open loop control. The machine is driven
with an asymmetric converter having a fixed voltage duty cycle of applied to it and the speed of
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the motor at this operating point is 880 rpm. Measured efficiency at this operating point without
any control optimization and no load is 70%.

Fig. 2.16 Winding voltage, current of one phase and input power at 880 rpm for fixed duty cycle
PWM voltage excitation

2.6 Conclusions

Emerging applications in variable speed drives belong to low cost and high volume
categories. They demand compact, high efficiency, easier manufacturability and brushlessness
thus driving research to newer machine topologies. To fill such a need, a novel two phase SRM
with E-core stator structure is proposed in this chapter. The machine is analyzed, modeled,
designed and experimentally tested. Its major advantages are in saving stator core to the tune of
22%, having a mostly flux-reversal-free stator, hence lower core losses, reduced copper and its
losses because of the lower build with smaller stator pole cross section compared to conventional
SRMs to the tune of 50%, balanced radial forces thus not requiring any special bearings, higher
performance indices such as power density and higher efficiency.

A magnetic equivalent circuit approach is used to determine the maximum capability of
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the machine in the form of deriving its aligned and unaligned flux linkages vs. stator current
excitation and it is correlated by two dimensional finite element analyses. Correlation of
simulation results with experimental prototype performance demonstrates the validity of the
machine design and its viability for practical applications. A few methods to assemble the motor
inexpensively are described to demonstrate the suitability of the proposed motor design for
manufacturability. The results indicate with fair confidence that this machine is viable for low
cost and high volume variable speed motor drive applications.
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CHAPTER 3
NEW DESIGNS OF AN E-CORE SWITCHED RELUCTANCE
MOTOR BY OPTIMIZING THE MAGNETIC STRUCTURE FOR
A SPECIFIC APPLICATION
Three new magnetic structures for an E-core SRM comprising two segmented stator
cores or a monolithic stator core are proposed for good manufacturability, mechanically
robustness, ease of assembly, and electromagnetic performance improvement. The E-core stator
has four small poles with phase windings and two or four large common poles in between. The
common poles do not have copper windings or permanent magnets. The common poles are
shared by both phases for positive torque generation during the entire operation. The air gap
around the common pole has constant and minimum reluctance irrespective of rotor position, by
its unique design, and the two small stator poles experience variable reluctance with respect to
rotor position. The segmented stator can be constructed with two independent and physically
separate E-shaped cores with L-shaped or I-shaped yokes so that the straight back iron in the
stator rather than curved back iron is suitable for assembly with other parts like end bells or
brackets. The monolithic stator also has an L-shaped yoke for the same reason, and the new Ecore SRMs are designed by means of pole arc optimization. The novel SRMs are compared to a
conventional two-phase SRM using a pole arc to pole pitch ratio technique [41], by which all the
SRMs are designed and compared so that the E-core new designs can be relatively evaluated in
terms of cost savings.
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3.1 Introduction
Variable speed brushless motors have been gaining significant attention in many
applications requiring low cost, high performance, and easy manufacturability.

Switched

reluctance machines (SRMs) are strong candidates due to their inexpensive and simple magnetic
configuration which has concentric windings on the stator poles and no windings or permanent
magnets on the rotor unlike other AC or permanent magnet machines [36]. Due to relatively
small number of phases, single and two-phase SRMs are more suitable for cost savings with
regards to material in the motor and switching devices like IGBTs and diodes in the converter.
SRMs are a better choice for high volume applications such as home appliances and power tools
which are highly cost competitive. However, single-phase SRMs have an inherent weakness for
high performance operation due to nearly 50% duty cycle of torque generation leading to limited
output power density [37-38]. Furthermore, additional components in the form of permanent
magnets or auxiliary windings are included for self-starting at any rotor position [37-38]. Hence,
many papers focusing on new designs of two-phase SRMs have been published recently for lowcost high-performance applications [39-40]. A key factor in the design is to make a more costeffective magnetic structure in order to enhance its attractiveness in the marketplace when
compared to a single-phase SRM.

In this chapter, two new E-core SRMs comprised of two segmented stator cores are
described, and a method to solve a manufacturability issue due to the physically separate stator
cores is investigated by modifying the stator mechanical structure. The new E-core designs
proposed in this chapter are carried out in a way to search for a better structure in terms of a
robust and easy assembly, and electromagnetic performance. Additionally, one more new E-core
configuration having a single-body stator is presented for high performance applications. These
three new E-core designs can be differentiated from each other in terms of cost savings and
performance characteristics. This chapter discusses the merits of the new designs, which are
suitable for a wide range of applications with regards to trade-off between cost and performance
demands.
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3.2 Issues in the Previous E-core Prototype

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3.1 Assembly procedure of the first prototype E-core motor and its core laminations, (a)
Rotor assembly, (b) Stator assembly, (c) Motor assembly, (d) Actual stator and rotor cores.

Some special assembling techniques for two laminated stator segments need to be
considered in an E-core mechanical configuration. In the prototype motor, a sleeve-type fixture
is employed. Fig. 3.1 shows the assembly procedure of the E-core prototype in details. Due to the
mechanical separation of the two E-shaped cores in the stator, their physical placement during
manufacturing processes is an issue resulting in additional steps for better mechanical alignment
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when compared to a conventional SRM. Therefore, a new method to improve manufacturing
easiness needs to be considered in the present E-core structure.

Fig. 3.1(d) shows actual stator and rotor laminations of the first prototype motor having
two bolt holes and four bridges to support phase windings around small stator poles, hereafter
referred to as excitation poles. In Fig. 3.1(d), the circular back iron in the stator results in a nonright-angular winding slot leading to some space loss for winding coils especially when adopting
a fully automated direct winder or an indirect winding method using winding bobbins.

Even though a two-phase E-core SRM is attractive in many ways due to its cost and
performance benefits, its magnetic structure has to be redesigned in order to obtain good
manufacturability as required in high volume applications such as home appliances and power
tools. A straight back iron in place of a curved one is proposed in this chapter so that new stator
segments can be more easily assembled with end bells or brackets by using straight outer
surfaces and edges at the corners in the new stator. Adding bolt holes without affecting flux
paths in the new stator is helpful for better mechanical alignment of two segmental cores and
keeping them in place securely. As a result, their assembly can be significantly improved from
the industrial perspective, and a right-angled slot gives a more effective utilization of winding
space.

3.3 Concept of New Designs of E-core SRMs
The new E-core magnetic structure incorporates a straight back iron in the stator
segments to facilitate manufacturing. This concept has two feasible implementations: an Ishaped yoke and an L-shaped yoke. In the I-yoke, the back iron of each stator segment is formed
by one edge of the lamination material. On the other hand, the L-yoke back iron is formed by
two sides of the lamination material.

Figs. 3.2(a) and 3.2(c) show two new E-core SRMs having I- and L-shaped back irons,
respectively. In these new structures, the modification of the rotor is not required. Like the first
prototype motor, both the stators in the new designs have two segmented cores containing
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common poles, C3 and C4 or C5 and C6, and four excitation poles. When phase-A concentric
windings on both S3a and S3b or S5a and S5b are excited, their flux flows are indicated in Figs.
3.2(a) and 3.2(c), respectively, and phase-B coils are wound on other two excitation poles, S4a
and S4b or S6a and S6b, in the same manner.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)
Fig. 3.2 New designs of two-phase E-core SRMs, (a) Magnetic structure of I-yoke E-core SRM,
(b) Increase of pole width in I-yoke E-core stator, (c) Magnetic structure of L-yoke segmented Ecore SRM, (d) Magnetic structure of single-body E-core SRM.

Although the excitation pole arc is not changed in the I-yoke E-core stator (Fig. 3.2(a)),
its pole width should be smaller than the L-yoke stator, and hence, a minor design modification
is required. As shown in Fig. 3.2(b), the cross-sectional area of the I-yoke excitation pole for a
flux path becomes same as that of an L-yoke excitation pole by adding more steel without
changing the excitation pole arc in the I-yoke configuration. Fig. 3.2(d) shows the last novel Ecore SRM design where two more common poles are inserted in empty space of the L-yoke Ecore SRM, shown in Fig. 3.2(c), so that the new E-core design has an enclosed stator.
Consequently, the single-body E-core SRM forms two additional flux paths leading to the
reduction of overall reluctance during phase excitation and, as a result, generates more positive
torque compared to the L-yoke segmented stator configuration.

For better alignment and assembly in segmented stator cores, the I-yoke and L-yoke Ecore SRMs contain three bolt holes in each stator segment. In both designs, the two bolt holes at
the ends considerably improve manufacturability and mechanical robustness without affecting the
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flux paths. The two structures are similar in terms of performance due to their common E-core
heritage and only differ in their outer shape, which is rectangular in the I-yoke or square in the Lyoke. Therefore, they can be differentiated in a given application with limited space in which any
of the E-core motors have to be installed.

3.4 Design of New E-core SRMs
In this section, the design of a monolithic E-core SRM is predominantly introduced to
outline the basic design procedure which can be employed in the design of the other E-core
magnetic structures. Also, two L-yoke E-core SRMs having a single-body or separate-stator
structure is compared to a conventional 4/2 SRM in terms of performance and cost savings. The
following assumptions are made to enable this comparison.


The SRMs are designed for the same application so that the external stator dimensions and
shaft diameter are same in all motor configurations. The stack lengths are also equal so that
all the machines have the same stator envelope.



The total slot area for coil windings should be the same in all the SRMs with the same
number of turns and coil gauge so that the magnetomotive force (MMF) capacity for
producing positive torque is independent from any dimensional change.



All SRMs have an asymmetric air gap to help with self-starting at every rotor position.
The minimum air gap length is the same regardless of any dimensional change during the
design process. Varying the rotor pole surface to form a non-uniform air gap does not
change the constant and minimum reluctance feature of the common pole in the E-core
SRM. The constant and minimum reluctance of the air gap around the common pole will
be analytically calculated at aligned and unaligned rotor positions for the asymmetric air
gap.

3.5 Selection of Stator and Rotor Pole Arc Angles
This research employs a design technique proposed in reference [41]. For a conventional
three-phase SRM, the stator and rotor pole arcs are designed by changing 0.25 up to 0.55 pole
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arc to pole pitch ratio in steps of 0.05, and stator pole arc to pole pitch ratio is dominant for
positive torque generation [41]. The same optimization technique can be applied to any E-core
design. Self-starting requirement has to be carefully considered so that positive torque can be
continuously developed at every rotor position in the new two-phase E-core SRMs. Hence, a
trade-off between self-starting and torque generation should be taken into account during the
design procedure since increasing the self-starting capability will result in lower average torque
due to decreasing positive inductance slope.

Fig. 3.3 Pole pitch angle, pole arc angle, and the definition of the self-starting overlap angle in a
single-body E-core SRM.

Fig. 3.3 shows several important angles which are critical in the design, namely, the
stator excitation pole arc (βs), rotor pole arc (βr), and self-starting overlap angle (θovl),
respectively. The overlap angle (θovl) is the angle of overlap between the stator and rotor poles of
the second phase, when the first phase is in the fully aligned rotor position with respect to a set of
stator poles. In order to select the above mentioned angles, stator and rotor pole pitches are
calculated as follows.
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360 360
 sp 

 90
Ps
4

(3.1)

where  sp is stator excitation pole pitch and Ps is the number of stator excitation poles,
respectively.

360 360
 rp 

 36
Pr
10

(3.2)

where  rp is rotor pole pitch and Pr is the number of rotor poles, respectively.

Another distinct feature of the E-core magnetic structure is that common poles are placed
in the middle of two stator excitation poles. The common pole is incorporated into the
calculation of stator pole arc to stator pole pitch ratio. Using stator pole arc to pole pitch ratio
from 0.25 to 0.55 and two pole pitch angles given in (3.1) and (3.2), the limit of stator excitation
pole arc is derived,

s

 sp   c



s


 s , 0.25  s  0.55
 sp   rp 54
54
13.5   s  29.7 

(3.3)

where  c is common pole arc angle which is equal to one rotor pole pitch.

The overlap angle is obtained as following.

 ovl  2 rp   r    sp  0   r  18.0

(3.4)

From (3.4), the overlap angle is characterized only by the rotor pole arc angle because the
stator and rotor pole pitches are constant. For self-starting capability at every rotor position, the
overlap angle should be greater than zero, and hence, the rotor pole arc should be more than 18
degrees. Wider rotor pole arcs can cause leakage flux to pass through an adjacent stator common
and excitation pole, and the rotor pole arc is chosen to be 19 degrees for the L-yoke single-body
E-core SRM. Along with the selection of the rotor pole arc, the stator pole arc has to be
effectively determined in a way that does not create a flat-top or plateau-like inductance profile
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leading to zero torque production during that rotor position. Accordingly, from (3.3), the stator
pole arc is chosen to be between 13.5 and 18.9 degrees in steps of 0.05 pole arc to pole pitch
ratio.

3.6 Restriction of Slot Area
During the design of the single-body E-core SRM, slot area has to be equal in all chosen
configurations. The calculation of slot area using dimensional variables is performed in advance
so that MMF capacity for producing positive torque is not changed among different designs of
the E-core magnetic structure.

Fig. 3.4 Dimensional variables for calculating slot area in a single-body E-core SRM.
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Fig. 3.4 illustrates the dimensional variables on the E-core stator for computing slot area,
and this approach is aimed towards the investigation of slot area variation with respect to stator
pole arc. A slot area in the single-body E-core SRM is given as following.
Slot area = Area of A + Area of B
= Area of A + (Area of ∆-ade – Area of ∆-abc)

(3.5)

First, the area of A is calculated from (3.6).
Area of A =





w1  l1  0.5  w12

(3.6)



where w1  0.5wcp 0  rh  wcp1  rs sin0.5 c   rh  wsy



l1  2hs  w1
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hs  l0  wsy  rs cos0.5 s 
wsy  0.5wsp  rs sin 0.5 s 

The area of triangles, ∆-ade and ∆-abc, are derived in (3.7) and (3.8), respectively.
Area of ∆-ade = 0.5htr 2  wtr 2  0.5wtr 2
2

where wtr 2  wtr1  0.5wsp 

(3.7)

2 0.5wcp 0 



 htr1  0.5 wsp  2 wcp 0
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htr1  l0  wsy and wsp  2r0 sin 0.5 s 
Area of ∆-abc = 0.5l2 htr 2  hs   0.5l2 wtr 2  hs 
where l 2  rs sin 3   0.5wsp and

(3.8)

 3  0.590   c 

The slot area is characterized by the variation of stator excitation pole arc and stator inner
diameter. Therefore, stator inner diameter can be calculated for a given slot area with respect to
stator excitation pole arc.
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3.7 Optimization of Stator Excitation Pole Arc
TABLE 3.I
AVERAGE STATIC TORQUE WITH RESPECT TO STATOR POLE ARC @ 6A

Fig. 3.5 Average static torque comparison with stator pole arc variation from 12.0 to 15.0 in the
single-body E-core SRM.

From (3.5) to (3.8), it is straightforward to find the stator inner diameter during the Ecore design based on stator excitation pole arc optimization for a predetermined slot area. The
average torque for various stator excitation pole arcs is simulated at 6A phase current and 100
winding turns per pole. In Table 3.I, both magnetic structures with 13.5 and 16.2 degree pole
arcs are competitive, and due to more copper savings in smaller stator pole width, 13.5 degree
stator pole arc is chosen. In order to validate the local optimization of the selected pole arc,
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positive static torque comparison is performed by varying stator pole arcs from 12.0 to 15.0 in
0.5 degree increments. Realizing that 13.5 degree stator excitation pole arc has the highest
average torque (shown in Fig. 3.5), it is concluded that the selected pole arc is a locally
optimized value.

TABLE 3.II
DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT OF THE THREE DESIGNED SRMS

3.8 Cost Savings of New E-core Designs
In the previous section, the design of the L-yoke single-body E-core SRM using
excitation pole arc optimization is accomplished for higher positive static torque and cost savings
for a given MMF. This design technique is employed to design the remaining E-core structures.
In this chapter, a conventional 4/2 SRM and two L-yoke E-core SRMs having a single-body and
separate-stator are designed using the same procedure, and their dimensions and calculated mass
are provided in Table 3.II.
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Due to the relatively small excitation pole in the E-core stator, two E-core SRMs have
approximately 20% cost savings on copper compared to the conventional 4/2 SRM. The singlebody E-core SRM has no steel savings compared to the 4/2 SRM because it has to consume the
same steel volume to cut the laminations in spite of the slightly smaller mass after stamping
processes. On the other hand, the segmented E-core SRM has approximately 20% cost savings
on steel.

3.9 Conclusions
This research proposes and analyzes three new designs of a two-phase E-core SRM for
good manufacturability, cost savings, and performance improvement. The novel E-core
structures have the following advantages over conventional SRMs.


The common poles contribute to short flux paths and almost no flux reversals in the stator.



The common poles have constant minimum reluctance around air gap leading to significant
positive torque improvement.



Straight back irons in the I-yoke and L-yoke E-core SRMs enhance manufacturability, and
two bolt holes at the ends of both yokes considerably improve assembling capability and
mechanical robustness without affecting the flux paths.



The new E-core SRMs are suitable for low-cost high-performance applications which are
strongly cost competitive since the all new E-core SRMs have 20% cost savings on copper
and the segmented E-core SRMs have 20% steel savings as well.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF BENEFITS OF A COMMON-POLE STRUCTURE
USING MAGNETIC EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT TECHNIQUE
4.1 Introduction
The rapid advance of personal computers has made FEA tools more attractive in the
characterization of an electrical rotating machine. However, a FEA model intensively requires
numerical computation time that does not easily allows such a method to be incorporated into
iterative design studies. Because of the computational burden in FEA, a magnetic equivalent
circuit, hereafter referred to as an MEC, has been widely utilized as an alternative option in
predicting the performance of a motor during the design optimization in publications [43-52].
The publications have verified that the MEC technique leads to the significant enhancement of
computational speed within acceptable accuracy [43-52], and it is noted that the MEC method is
suitable for some motor design cases requiring for a large number of iterations.

Fig. 4.1 Flux tube in a magnetic equivalent circuit

Fig. 4.1 shows a flux tube surrounding a path of interest, and the tube is dependent on the
length, cross-sectional area, and material permeability. This flux tube is a basic element in a
magnetic equivalent circuit, and it can directly be correlated with the corresponding reluctance,

R0~l , or permeance, P0~l , as given in (4.1).
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1
dx,
0  ( x )  A( x )

R0~l  

l

P0~l 

l
1
   ( x)  A( x)dx
0
R0~l

(4.1)

where  (x ) is material permeability and A(x ) is the cross-sectional area of a tube.

In the permeance equation, it is seen that a flux tube is characterized only by the
geometries and permeability so that there are two possible categories of permeances in an
electrical rotating motor due to the nonlinear change of its dimensions and material property.
Permeances in air gap are nonlinearly varied by the dimensional change of flux tubes as the
motor rotates even though the permeability is constant. Conversely, permeances in steel are
considered to be inherent nonlinear due to the magnetic saturation in the stator and rotor core
laminations.

4.2 Derivation of Permeances and Node Potentials in MEC

(b)

(a)

Fig. 4.2 Magnetic structure of one-body L-yoke E-core SRM, (a) Its Cross-sectional view, (b)
Permeance nodes in the MEC
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Fig. 4.2 shows the cross-sectional view of a two-phase one-body L-yoke E-core SRM and
its corresponding permeance nodes in steel. The stator has four large poles at the corners and
four small poles in between. Phase coils are concentrically wound on small poles and four large
poles, C1a, C1b, C2a, and C2b, have no windings on the common poles. When phase-A concentric
windings on both S1a and S1b are excited, their flux flows are indicated in dashed lines, and
phase-B coils are wound on other two excitation poles, S2a and S2b in the same winding manner.

Fig. 4.3 Magnetic equivalent circuit of one-body L-yoke E-core SRM

Fig. 4.3 illustrates a magnetic equivalent circuit representing a quarter of the given E-core
SRM where there are two adjacent excitation poles such as S1a and S2a and one common pole,
C1a, at the middle position in this case. Inherent variable permeances in the steel part are
depicted as a shaded box, and flux tubes in the air gap are incorporated into the MEC as a
parametric variable permeance between the stator and rotor poles. Also, there are node potentials
analogous to node voltages in an electric circuit. Even though most of the air gap permeances
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become zero because one stator pole forms flux paths with a few rotor poles at a time for a given
angular position, all of the air gap permeances are included in the circuit model in order to derive
general equations regarding permeances and node potentials for an SRM.

Like finding a solution in an electric circuit using a mesh current or node voltage method,
an MEC technique can employ a similar way among two different approaches where one is to set
up flux in each permeance branch as a variable, and in the other approach, a scalar potential at
each node should be solved so that flux can be automatically determined. In the flux method, the
number of permeances in air gap is not independent from dimensions on stator and rotor cores,
and the total number changes with respect to rotor position as well. To facilitate this study, the
node potential method is implemented due to constant number of nodes regardless of rotor
position for a given number of stator and rotor poles in the magnetic model.

From the given equivalent circuit in Fig. 4.3, it is seen that there are four separate layers
for node potentials, u1( i ) , u 2 ( i ) , u3( j ) , and u 4 ( j ) where i and j are the number of stator and rotor
poles, respectively. Equations for node potentials in each layer can be derived as following.

u
u

 u1(8)   Psy (8)  u1(1)  u1( 2 )   Psy (1)  u1(1)  u2(1)  N  i1   Psp (1)  0

1(1)
1( 2 )

u
u

 u1(1)   Psy (1)  u1( 2)  u1(3)   Psy ( 2 )  u1( 2)  u2( 2 )   Psp ( 2 )  0


1( 7 )
1( 8 )







 u1( 6 )   Psy ( 6 )  u1( 7 )  u1(8)   Psy ( 7 )  u1( 7 )  u2 ( 7 )  N  i7   Psp ( 7 )  0

 u1( 7 )   Psy ( 7 )  u1(8)  u1(1)   Psy (8)  u1(8)  u2(8)   Psp (8)  0

u

2 (1)

 u2(8)   Pa 2(8)  u2(1)  u2( 2)   Pa 2(1)  u2(1)  u1(1)  N  i1   Psp (1)

10
10


  u2(1)   P2 (1), 3( k )   u3( k )  P2(1), 3( k )   0
k 1
k 1


u2(2)  u2(1)  Pa 2(1)  u2(2)  u2(3)  Pa 2(2)  u2(2)  u1(2)  Psp(2)
10
10


  u2( 2)   P2( 2), 3( k )   u3( k )  P2( 2), 3( k )   0
k 1
k 1
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(4.2)

u

2(7 )

 u2( 6)   Pa 2( 6)  u2 ( 7 )  u2(8)   Pa 2( 7 )  u2( 7 )  u1( 7 )  N  i7   Psp ( 7 )

10
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  u2( 7 )   P2( 7 ), 3( k )   u3( k )  P2( 7 ), 3( k )    N  i7   Psp ( 7 )  0
k 1
k 1


u2(8)  u2(7)  Pa 2(7)  u2(8)  u2(1)  Pa 2(8)  u2(8)  u1(8)  Psp(8)

(4.3)

10
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  u2(8)   P2(8), 3( k )   u3( k )  P2(8), 3( k )   0
k 1
k 1
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 u 3(8)   Pa 3(8)  u 3(9 )  u 3(10 )   Pa 3(9 )  u 3(9 )  u 4 (9 )   Prp ( 9 )
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u
u
u
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4 (1)
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 u 4 (8)   Pry (8)  u 4 (9 )  u 4(10 )   Pry (9)  u 4 (9)  u 3(9 )   Prp (9 )  0

 u 4 (9 )   Pry (9 )  u 4(10 )  u 4 (1)   Pry (10 )  u 4(10 )  u 3(10 )   Prp (10 )  0
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(4.5)

The given equations in the four layers are rearranged from the viewpoint of node
potentials as following in (4.6) to (4.9) so that a general matrix form for permeances and node
potentials can be yielded consequently. Also, magneto-motive force (MMF) terms are moved to
the right-hand side since they are already known values in the equivalent circuit.

P

sy ( 8 )

 Psy (1)  Psp (1)  u1(1)  Psy (8)  u1(8)  Psy (1)  u1( 2 )  Psp (1)  u 2 (1)

 Psp (1)  N  i1

P

 Psy ( 2 )  Psp ( 2 )  u1( 2 )  Psy (1)  u1(1)  Psy ( 2 )  u1(3)  Psp ( 2 )  u 2 ( 2 )  0

P





 Psy ( 7 )  Psp ( 7 )  u1( 7 )  Psy ( 6 )  u1( 6 )  Psy ( 7 )  u1(8)  Psp ( 7 )  u 2 ( 7 )

sy (1)

sy ( 6 )

(4.6)

 Psp ( 7 )  N  i4
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10
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(4.7)

8


 Pa 3(10 )  Pa 3(1)   P2( k ), 3(1)  Prp (1)   u 3(1)  Pa 3(10 )  u 3(10 )  Pa 3(1)  u 3( 2)
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P2 ( k ), 3(9)  Prp ( 7 )   u 3(9)  Pa 3(8)  u 3(8)  Pa 3(9 )  u 3(10 )
 a 3( 8 )

a 3( 9 )
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(4.8)

10

 Prp (9 )  u 4(9)   u 2( k )  P2( k ), 3(9)  0
k 1

8


 Pa 3(9)  Pa 3(10 )   P2( k ), 3(10 )  Prp (8)   u 3(10)  Pa 3(9)  u 3(9)  Pa 3(10 )  u 3(1)
k 1


10

 Prp (10 )  u 4 (10 )   u 2( k )  P2( k ), 3(10 )  0
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P
P

ry (10 )
ry (1)

P
P

 Pry (1)  Prp (1)   u 4(1)  Pry (10 )  u 4(10 )  Pry (1)  u 4 ( 2)  Prp (1)  u 3(1)  0

 Pry ( 2 )  Prp ( 2 )   u 4( 2)  Pry (1)  u 4(1)  Pry ( 2)  u 4(3)  Prp ( 2 )  u 3( 2)  0


ry ( 8 )
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 Pry (9 )  Prp (9 )   u 4(9)  Pry (8)  u 4(8)  Pry (9)  u 4(10 )  Prp ( 9)  u 3(9)  0

(4.9)

 Pry (10 )  Prp (10 )   u 4(10 )  Pry (9 )  u 4( 9)  Pry (10 )  u 4(1)  Prp (10 )  u 3(10 )  0

Ten permeance matrices, P1,1 to P4,4, in (4.10) for four layers in Fig. 4.3 are easily
determined from (4.6) to (4.9). As a result, the final matrix equation of the MEC model for a
two-phase one-body L-yoke E-core SRM is expressed by
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P U  
 P1,1
P
 2,1
 0

 0

P1, 2
P2, 2
P3, 2
0

0  U 1  1 
0  U 2   2 
  
P3, 4  U 3   3 
    
P4, 4  U 4   4 

0
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(4.10)

where
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2 ,1
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 0

 0
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 u
 u

P1, 2
P2, 2
P3, 2
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0
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0 
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(4.11)
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0  E4
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 4  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T
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E 2  Psp (3)  N  i 2
E 3  Psp (5)  N  i3
E 4  Psp ( 7 )  N  i 4
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(4.12)

T

0 T

(4.13)

4.3 Benefits of Common-Pole Structure
In this section, the effect of the common-pole structure on torque enhancement is
described. Fig. 4.4 illustrates inductance plots from finite element analysis (FEA) in the L-yoke
segmented and L-yoke single-body E-core SRMs at 4A, 6A, and 8A. The insertion of two
additional common poles into the segmented configuration improves positive torque production
due to the increase of rising inductance slope in the single-body E-core motor at all phase
currents.

Fig. 4.4 Inductance profiles from FEA in L-yoke segmented and single-body E-core SRMs.

Magnetic equivalent circuit (MEC) technique is employed for estimating motor
performance through nodal analysis by means of permeance equations representing all flux paths
[47-48]. Due to the investigation of permeance variation in any part of a motor, the MEC
approach is suitable for validating the benefits of the E-core common-pole structure. Hence, all
permeance equations in both steel and air gap need to be characterized by the material
permeability and the dimensional variation of flux tubes [47-48].
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4.3.1 Overlap Permeances

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4.5 Flux paths in air gap of L-yoke single-body E-core SRM, (a) Flux tubes representing
permeances around air gap, (b) Zoomed-in overlap permeance of an excitation pole.

Even though permeances in steel are inherently nonlinear because of magnetic saturation
in B-H characteristics, the cross-sectional area and length of the corresponding flux paths are
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easy to calculate. However, as shown in Fig. 4.5(a), permeances in air gap are parametrically
nonlinear because of the dimensional change on flux tubes with respect to rotor position. In Fig.
4.5(a), there are four permeance categories such as overlap permeances in {1} to {5}, fringing
permeances in {6} to {15}, slot leakage permeances in {16} to {19}, and pole-to-pole
permeances in {20} to {23}, respectively [47]. The details of the overlap and fringing
permeances are defined around an excitation pole as an example in Fig. 4.5(b) to obtain the
permeance equations. The overlap permeance in Fig. 4.5(b) is a summation of permeances Pov1
and Pov2, and both of them can be derived as following.

0    r ;
Pov1 ( ) 

  r  
r  
 Pov1,max , Pov 2 ( )  s
 Pov 2,max
r
s

(4.14)

r    r  s ;
r  
 Pov 2,max
s

Pov1 ( )  0, Pov 2 ( ) 

  r  s ;
Pov1 ( )  Pov 2 ( )  0

(4.15)

(4.16)

where lge1 is a distance from point Y to the rotor pole surface.

Pov1,max 

 0 l r

rs  rr
 l r  r
, Pov 2,max  0 s  s r
0.5(l g  l ge1 ( ))
2
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l ge1 ( )  (l g ,max  l g )




 l g ,max (0     r )
r

Fig. 4.6 shows the overlap permeance of a common pole in the L-yoke single-body Ecore SRM. Regardless of rotor position, it is noted that this overlap permeance is equal to the
summation of Pov3,max and Pov4,max.

Pov ,c ( )  Pov 3 ( )  Pov 4 ( )  Pov 5 ( )  Pov 6 ( )
 Pov ,c ( )  Pov 3, max  Pov 4, max
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0.5(l g  l g ,max )
2
lg
2
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(4.17)

Fig. 4.6 Zoomed-in overlap permeance of a common pole.

4.3.2 Fringing Permeances in excitation poles
As depicted in Fig. 4.7, two key angles are defined permeances in air gap, and θs,lm and

θr,lm in (4.18) are a limit for the stator poles and the rotor poles, respectively.

 sp 

 sp  (  s   c )
2
,  s ,lm 
Ps
4

 rp   r
2
 rp 
,  r ,lm 
Pr
2
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(4.18)

Fig. 4.7 Two critical angles for air gap permeances between stator and rotor poles.
For the calculation of the fringing permeance in Fig. 4.8, three permeance elements, Pfr1,
Pfr2, and Pfr3, are incorporated in a combination form as given in (4.19).

P  P  Pfr 2  Pfr 3
1
1
1


 PFR  fr1 fr 3
PFR Pfr1  Pfr 2 Pfr 3
Pfr1  Pfr 2  Pfr 3

(4.19)

The derivation of Pfr1 and Pfr2 can be obtained with respect to rotor position like Pov1 and
Pov2 in (4.14) to (4.16), and the calculation of Pfr3 is expressed as follows.


Pfr1,max (0     r )
r
 Pfr1,max ( r     s ,lm )

Pfr1 



 r  (   s ,lm )
Pfr1,max
r
( s ,lm     s ,lm   r )

 0 ( s ,lm   r     r )
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(4.20)

Fig. 4.8 Zoomed-in fringing permeance on the left side of an excitation pole.
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(4.21)
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For the calculation of the fringing permeance in Fig. 4.9, two permeance elements, Pfr4
and Pfr5 are incorporated in a combination form as given in (4.23).

1
Pfr ,e 2
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Pfr 4 Pfr 5
Pfr 4  Pfr 5

(4.23)

Pfr4 and Pfr5 can be derived by
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(4.25)
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Fig. 4.9 Zoomed-in fringing permeance on the right side of an excitation pole.
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4.3.3 Fringing Permeances in common poles

As shown in Fig. 4.10, three permeance elements, Pfc1, Pfc2, and Pfc3, are required for
calculating the fringing permeance Pfr,c1.

1
Pfr ,c1



Pfc1  Pfc3  Pfc 2  Pfc3
1
1

 Pfr ,c1 
Pfc1  Pfc 2 Pfc3
Pfc1  Pfc 2  Pfc3

(4.26)

Fig. 4.10 Zoomed-in fringing permeance on the left side of a common pole.
The derivation of Pfc1, Pfc2, and Pfc3 are detailed with respect to rotor position as
following.
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(4.27)
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Fig. 4.11 illustrates another fringing permeance when a rotor pole places on the right side
of a common pole. Three permeance elements, Pfc4, Pfc5, and Pfc6, are included in a combination
form as given in (4.30).
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(4.30)

These permeance elements are varied as the motor rotates, and the detailed equations are
expressed by

Pfc 4  0 (0     r   r )

r 
Pfc 4,max (  r   r     r )
r
  ( r   )
 r
Pfc 4,max
r


(4.31)

Fig. 4.11 Zoomed-in fringing permeance on the right side of a common pole.
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Fig. 4.12 Zoomed-in fringing permeance between adjacent rotor poles under a common pole.
Fig. 4.12 shows detailed permeances in air gap between two adjacent rotor poles under a
common pole. The permeances Pfr,c3 and Pfr,c4 are characterized in (4.34) and (4.35), respectively.
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(4.34)

(4.35)

The permeance elements are determined with respect to rotor position as following.
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(4.38)
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4.3.4 Calculation of Permeances

Using permeance equations representing each part of the L-yoke single-body E-core
SRM, MEC simulation is conducted by following the procedure of a flowchart given in Fig. 4.13,
and for verifying the accuracy of the simulation, inductances from FEA and MEC are compared
at 4A, 6A, and 8A as shown in Fig. 4.14. The maximum deviation between the FEA and MEC
inductance is 9.2% and 3.8% at the unaligned and aligned rotor positions, respectively.

Fig. 4.13 Flowchart for the calculation of permeances in the MEC technique.
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Fig. 4.14 Inductance plots from MEC and FEA at various currents in L-yoke single-body E-core
SRM.

Fig. 4.15 Permeance plots with respect to phase current at aligned and unaligned rotor positions.
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From the MEC inductance in Fig. 4.14, permeance in any part of the motor can be
extracted for investigation. As phase current increases, Fig. 4.15 shows permeance variation at
aligned and unaligned rotor positions in excitation and common poles of the monolithic E-core
stator. At both the aligned and unaligned positions, gradual saturation in the excitation pole
causes the reduction of permeance. Particularly, at aligned position, relatively higher saturation
in the excitation pole creates considerably lower permeance in which permeance at 20A is 31%
of permeance at 8A (1.13×10-6 at 20A and 3.65×10-6 at 8A). On the other hand, the common pole
does not experience significant saturation at the aligned and unaligned positions even at high
currents due to its unique design of embracing one rotor pole arc at any rotor position.
Permeance of the common pole is approximately 42 times higher than that of the excitation pole
at the aligned position for 8A, and the permeance difference is augmented as current goes up.

Fig. 4.16 Rate of change of total permeance with respect to rotor position in conventional 4/2 and
L-yoke single-body E-core SRMs.
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Considering that there is no significant change of permeance in highly saturated steel and
torque is proportional to rate of change of permeance in SRMs, less saturation and higher
permeance in the common poles is critical for torque generation. Fig. 4.16 illustrates the rate of
change of total permeance with respect to rotor position from unaligned to aligned rotor positions
in the conventional 4/2 and L-yoke single-body E-core SRMs. The E-core SRM has higher rate
of change of permeance than the 4/2 SRM at most of rotor positions. Regarding the average rate
of change of total permeance, the single-body E-core SRM is 1.7 times higher at 4A and 1.6
times higher at 8A than the 4/2 motor. As a result, it is noted that the common-pole structure is a
key factor for torque enhancement in the L-yoke single-body E-core SRM.

4.4 Conclusions
Due to the unique design of common poles which is their arc angle equal to one rotor
pole pitch and their intentional placement in between stator excitation poles, the common-pole Ecore structure experiences less saturation and higher permeance in the common poles leading to
high torque production. The insertion of two additional common poles into the segmented
configuration improves positive torque production, and using the MEC technique, the effect of
the common-pole structure on torque enhancement is analytically verified.
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS OF E-CORE SWITCHED RELUCTANCE MOTORS
AND VERIFICATION OF THEIR PERFORMANCE
Three new magnetic structures for an E-core SRM comprising two segmented stator
cores or a monolithic stator core are proposed for good manufacturability, mechanically
robustness, ease of assembly, and electromagnetic performance improvement. The segmented
stator can be constructed with two independent and physically separate E-shaped cores with Lshaped or I-shaped yokes so that the straight back iron in the stator rather than curved back iron
is suitable for assembly with other parts like end bells or brackets. The monolithic stator also has
an L-shaped yoke for the same reason, and the new E-core SRMs are designed by means of pole
arc optimization. The novel SRMs are compared to a conventional two-phase SRM in terms of
cost savings in Chapter 3. The comparison in this chapter includes torque, copper and core losses,
efficiency, and radial force in order to validate the distinct features of the E-core SRMs through
the dynamic simulation. For experimental verification, laboratory testing of a segmented E-core
SRM is conducted, and the simulated and measured phase currents and voltages correlate well.

5.1 Introduction
Main reasons for causing vibration in electrical machines are torque ripple and radial
force harmonics which are undesirable in demanding applications such as high-precision
machine tools and accurate motion-control actuators. Most of studies on the reduction of torque
ripple and/or radial force are predominantly focused on finding alternative design modifications
on the machine side and the development of new control systems from hardware and software
perspective [53, 56, 59, 67-70]. Since research on radial force in a motor comparatively received
less attention, many corresponding works have been conducted and published in recent years
[54-59, 65-70]. Electromagnetic force acting around air gap is analytically calculated and divided
into the normal and tangential components in order to investigate proper current waveforms in
stator windings for minimizing radial force density [55] or predict major vibration frequencies
and modes in terms of motor design [56, 59, 66].
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Several methods for calculating electromagnetic force have been already introduced in
literatures, and each of them has its own merits and demerits. Since Maxwell stress tensor,
hereafter referred as to MST, is a well-known method to analyze local force distributing in a
motor and its feasibility has been verified in many papers [54-58, 69]. Therefore, the MST
technique is employed to evaluate radial force of L-yoke E-core segmented and single-body
SRMs along to compare with a conventional 4/2 SRM.

5.2 Derivation of Radial Force using Maxwell Stress Tensor


Fig. 5.1 shows a current-carrying wire under flux density B , and force F acting on the
wire is developed by the following relationship.

 

dF  I dl  B

(5.1)

where I is current conducting through the wire.

Fig. 5.1 Force generation on a wire carrying current under a certain flux density

Equation (5.1) can be intuitively converted in a similar manner by using a relationship
between force density and current density as following [61].

 

pv  J  B


where J is a current density vector.
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(5.2)



  
Substituting both   H  J and B  0 H into Equation (5.2), the force density is given
by
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(5.3)



where xˆ, yˆ , zˆ are unit vectors along x, y, and z axes, respectively.

Since the force density is divided into three separate components along x, y, and z axes, it
can be expressed as following [62].


pv  p x  xˆ  p y  yˆ  p z  zˆ

(5.4)

Comparing (5.3) and (5.4), force density on x axis in Cartesian coordinate can be
obtained as
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(5.5)

As derived in (5.5), two other terms of the force density vector along y and z axes are

py 
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(5.6a)

pz 

1  Bz B y 
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 Bx 

y
 0  y
z 
x  
 z

(5.6b)

Now, for the purpose of simplicity, we focus on the x-axis component of the force
density vector due to the same derivation in the y and z-axis components. Hence, equation (5.5)
is rearranged as shown in (5.7).
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2
Substituting B  Bx2  By2  Bz2 into (5.7) with some modification steps, the force

density on x axis is given by
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[62] in (5.8), the x-axis force density is derived as
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(5.9)

The force density derived here is restricted to air gap in a machine, and there is neither
flux generation nor dissipation in the air gap. Therefore, it is noted that a divergence of the flux
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density vector is zero in the air gap region as a result of no flux source and no flux sink [63].
 
Using   B  0 in (5.9), the force density distribution on x axis can be finalized in (5.10).

px 


1    2 1 2 

 Bx  B   Bx B y   Bx Bz 

 0  x 
2
z
 y


(a)

(5.10)

(b)

Fig. 5.2 Stress tensor in Cartesian coordinate system, (a) its definition (b) its individual
components on surfaces of a infinitesimal cube [64]

Now, stress tensor technique common in mechanical engineering can be incorporated into
the process to find normal and tangential force components by using terminology in

electromagnetic theory. Fig. 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) show the definition of stress tensor T and
demonstrates how to set up its individual tensors on an infinitesimal cube as illustrated in Fig.
5.2(b) where there are three possible nodes corresponding to tensor vectors along x, y, and z axes
[64].





According to the definition of the stress tensor, T  dF / dA in Fig. 5.2(a), the divergence
of a stress tensor on each node corresponds to a force density on the plane of interest as derived
in (5.11).
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  T
Txy Txz
px    Tx  xx 

x
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z

(5.11)

By comparing (5.10) and (5.11), three stress tensors on x plane should be obtained as
given in (5.12). Likewise, the rest of tensors on two other planes can be easily derived when
following the same procedure as described above so that the resultant stress tensor can be
expressed as a mixture of flux density components in a matrix form in (5.13).
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(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)



Based on a relationship between force density pv and stress tensor T in (5.14), force
vector acting in air gap of a machine can be formulized and then the force vector has to be
decomposed into its normal and tangential parts for radial force analysis. From (5.14), force

vector F is written as following [62].


 

F   pv dv     T dv
v

v
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(5.15)

Fig. 5.3 Normal and tangential decomposition from a force vector in a motor

Fig. 5.3 shows normal and tangential components divided from a given force vector in
the air gap of a motor. In terms of two separated components under Cartesian coordinate, their
variation along z axis is not taken into account as a consequence of the fact that the z-axis force
is almost negligible in a typical motor. Only two-dimensional forces along x and y axes are
sufficient for calculating radial force acting on the motor. Therefore, the air gap force vector can
be characterized by the dot product of a stress tensor vector and a unit vector perpendicular to a
cylindrical surface in the air gap as shown in (5.16).


 
 


F     T dv   T  dA   T  aˆ n dl dz   T  aˆ n dl
v

A

A

Let  dz  1, unit stack length

l

(5.16)

 
 dF  T  aˆ n dl


Let suppose that a line in the air gap is defined by f  f x xˆ  f y yˆ . As depicted in Fig. 5.4,
a unit vector tangent to an infinitesimal part of the line is derived as follows [63].


df
aˆt 
dl

1



df
df

dl
dl

1

df y 
 df x

xˆ 
yˆ   s x xˆ  s y yˆ
dl
dl



2
2
where it is noted that s x  s y  1 .

Using (5.17), a unit normal vector can be obtained as
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(5.17)

aˆ n  

df y
ds

xˆ 

df x
yˆ  s y xˆ  s x yˆ
ds

(5.18)

Substituting Equations (5.13) and (5.18) into (5.16), the air gap force vector can be
expressed as following.
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Fig. 5.4 Unit normal and tangential vectors on a line in air gap

From (5.19), the resultant force vector needs to be decomposed into its normal and
tangential components as derived in (5.20) and (5.21).
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Let suppose that a flux density vector is defined by B  Bx xˆ  B y yˆ . Normal and

tangential components are easily divided from flux density vector B as shown in (5.22a) and
(5.22b).


Bt  B  aˆt  Bx xˆ  B y yˆ s x xˆ  s y yˆ   Bx s x  B y s y

Bn  B  aˆ n  Bx xˆ  B y yˆ  s y xˆ  s x yˆ    Bx s y  B y s x

(5.22a)
(5.22b)

Equations (5.20) and (5.21) are rearranged in order to incorporate the given normal and
tangential flux density components into the two force equations as following.
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As a result, tangential force is characterized by the product of normal and tangential flux
density, and normal or radial force is expressed as
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(5.25)

5.3 Radial Force Estimation
From (5.26), normal and tangential force density can be calculated in the chosen SRMs.
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0
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(5.26)

where  0 , Bn , Bt are permeability in air, normal flux density, and tangential flux density,
respectively.

Since radial force is considered as a dominant source of noise and stator deformation,
radial force density in the new E-core SRMs is simulated at aligned rotor position and compared
to the 4/2 SRM as illustrated in Fig. 5.5. Peak radial force is generated around stator poles in the
4/2 SRM and excitation poles in the E-core SRMs because most of flux goes through those poles
when the phase windings are excited. As shown in Table 5.I, the L-yoke segmented E-core SRM
has the lowest peak radial force density, which is lower by 22% compared to the 4/2 SRM.
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Average radial force density is lowest in the L-yoke single-body E-core SRM due to flux density
reduction around the common poles after adding two more common poles compared to the
segmented E-core structure.

Fig. 5.5 Comparison of radial force at aligned rotor position with 6 A phase current (dotted line:
4/2 SRM, dashed line: L-yoke segmented E-core SRM, solid line: L-yoke single-body E-core
SRM)
TABLE 5.I
SUMMARY OF RADIAL FORCE DENSITY ESTIMATION
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5.4 Dynamic Performance Prediction

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Fig. 5.6 Phase current and torque waveforms in dynamic performance simulation with single
pulse operation @ 3000 rpm, (a) conventional 4/2 SRM, (b) L-yoke segmented E-core SRM, (c)
L-yoke single-body E-core SRM.

For performance comparisons, dynamic simulations are a powerful tool to estimate
performance improvement among different machines of interest. The two new E-core SRMs
specified in Table 3.II are simulated and compared to the 4/2 SRM.
The load dynamic equation is given as,
d m
 B m  Te  Tl
(5.27)
dt
where m , J , B are the rotor speed, rotor inertia, and friction coefficient, respectively. Te is the
J

electromagnetic torque extracted from magnetic characteristics in an SRM as a function of phase
current and rotor position, and Tl is the load torque. The dynamic simulation is conducted under
single pulse operation at 2000 and 3000 rpm. Phase currents and the corresponding
electromagnetic torque at 3000 rpm are plotted in Fig. 5.6. The generated torque in the E-core
SRMs keeps increasing until phase commutation, due to low magnetic saturation and minimum
reluctance in the common poles compared to the 4/2 SRM. Therefore, the effect of the common
poles can give rise to more positive torque generation.
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TABLE 5.II
SUMMARY OF DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE AT 2000 AND 3000 RPM

Table 5.II presents the summary of dynamic performance in the conventional 4/2 and two
E-core SRMs. The E-core SRMs experience more core loss because of the higher phase
switching frequency, five times higher than the 4/2 SRM. Fig. 5.7 shows flux density vectors in
the conventional 4/2 and L-yoke single-body E-core SRMs at the aligned rotor position. As
shown in Fig. 5.7(a), most of steel in the 4/2 SRM is magnetized as a flux path for torque
production, and half of the stator back iron has flux reversals during every commutation. On the
other hand, the distinct magnetic structure using common poles in Fig. 5.7(b) leads to almost no
flux reversals in the stator regardless of commutation, the use of small steel volume for torque
generation due to the short flux paths, and low flux density in the common poles due to the large
pole arc. Hence, the incorporation of common poles in the middle of adjacent excitation poles
contributes to the reduction of core loss. In addition, the small excitation poles and common
poles aid in copper loss reduction and positive torque improvement, respectively. Therefore, the
efficiency is higher by 7% and 12% at 2000 rpm and by 3% and 7 % at 3000 rpm for the L-yoke
segmented and L-yoke single-body SRMs, respectively.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.7 FEA flux density vectors, (a) Conventional 4/2 SRM, (b) L-yoke single-body E-core
SRM.

5.5 Core Loss Estimation
The three SRMs are simulated with a single pulse voltage applied to the phase windings,
and their phase currents contributing to torque production are shown in Fig. 5.6. Using the phase
currents, core losses in the machines are calculated for one phase operation in the stator, rotor,
and the sum of both as shown in Fig. 5.8. With respect to the input power, the core losses in the
E-core SRMs are 6% and 4% in the separate and single-body structures, respectively. The
single-body E-core SRM has 2% less core loss due to flux density reduction around the common
poles after adding two more common poles compared to the separate E-core structure.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Fig. 5.8 Comparison of core losses @ 3000rpm, (a) conventional 4/2 SRM, (b) L-yoke
segmented E-core SRM, (c) L-yoke single-body E-core SRM.

5.6 Experimental Verification
As shown in Fig. 5.9, laboratory testing of the segmented E-core SRM is conducted at
3000 rpm with single pulse operation. As given in Table 5.III, the measured efficiency is 75.6%
with 79 watt input power and 59.7 watt output power. The estimated efficiency from dynamic
simulation is 77.2%, and there is 1.6% deviation in efficiency which is 1.7 watt in input power
compared to the measured value. Considering some deviation from prototyping, it is noted that
the correlation between the simulated and measured results in Fig. 5.9 validates the feasibility of
the E-core common-pole structure and its performance.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.9 Phase current, voltage, and input power at 3000 rpm and 0.19Nm with single pulse
operation, (a) dynamic simulation, (b) laboratory testing (scale: phase current = 5A/div, phase
voltage = 50v/div, input power = 1000W/div).
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TABLE 5.III
COMPARISON OF DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE PREDICTION AND MEASUREMENT

5.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, two different types of a two-phase E-core SRM (L-yoke segmented and
monolithic E-core designs) are proposed and analyzed for good manufacturability, cost savings,
and performance improvement. The novel E-core structures have the following advantages over
conventional SRMs. First, the new E-core SRMs are suitable for low-cost high-performance
applications which are strongly cost competitive since the all new E-core SRMs have 20% cost
savings on copper and the segmented E-core SRMs have 20% steel savings as well. Simulation
results show that higher efficiency by 7% and 12% at 2000 rpm and by 3% and 7 % at 3000 rpm
for the L-yoke segmented and L-yoke single-body SRMs, respectively. Additionally, the E-core
SRMs have lower radial force density in terms of the peak and average value. The laboratory
testing matches with the analytical prediction on phase current, voltage, and efficiency.
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CHAPTER 6
ANALYTICAL DESIGN PROCEDURE USING APPROXIMATE
OUTPUT EQUATIONS WITH THE AID OF FLUX LINKAGE
ESTIMATION
6.1 Introduction
Flux linkage of phase windings is an important parameter in determining the behavior of
an SRM, and the flux linkage is utilized to analyze the motor and estimate its performance as
well [96-103]. Therefore, the accurate prediction of flux linkage makes a significant contribution
to the design of an SRM. Although several different approaches using an FEA or curve-fitting
tool have been employed to compute flux linkage [97-100], they are not suitable for a simple
design procedure because it necessitates a large amount of time due to the complexity of
modeling and difficulty in modifying motor dimensions to optimize the structure. On the other
hand, the curve-fitting approach itself is not complicated, but flux linkage has to be determined
by data from experimental tests or FEA simulations.

The development of analytical equations capable of approximate evaluation of the
performance of an SRM has been studied in [96]. During the design process, some key
characteristics of the motor were estimated by utilizing the variation of flux linkage from
unaligned to aligned rotor position with respect to phase current [96]. Later, the analytical
expression of flux linkage was derived for a conventional 6/4 SRM by Radun in his publications
[101-103] where flux passing through stator poles with energized windings is assumed to be split
into main and fringing parts when there is some overlap of the stator poles with rotor pole
surfaces. Using the approximate output equations characterized by flux linkage, an analytical
design procedure suited for iterative optimization trials with small computational effort is
addressed for the L-yoke single-body E-core SRM in this chapter, and the proposed approach
can be applied for other SRM configurations.
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6.2 Calculation of unaligned inductance in the monolithic E-core SRM
Radun’s method for calculating unaligned inductance is employed in the monolithic Ecore SRM, and the magnetic structure is illustrated in Fig. 6.1 The stator pole is midway between
two rotor poles, and concentrated windings are placed on the stator pole. It is assumed that the
stator and rotor poles are close enough that a two-dimensional rectangle encompassed by the
stator and two rotor poles can be drawn by thick solid lines. In this case, the rectangular box
represents a rotor slot between two adjacent rotor poles. Since most of flux goes through the
rotor slot when the stator pole does not have any overlap with the rotor poles, the calculation of
flux traveling inside the slot box leads to the corresponding unaligned inductance.

Fig. 6.1 Zoomed-in monolithic E-core SRM at the unaligned position

The derivation of unaligned inductance can start from finding a solution for twodimensional fields satisfying three equations:

 
 A  B

 A  0


J   H

(6.1)
(6.2)
(6.3)

  

where A , B , H , and J are a vector potential, a flux density vector, a magnetic field intensity
vector, and a current density vector, respectively.
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In other words, the solution is associated with a vector potential which should serve to
meet the given three equations at the same time. Therefore, (6.3) is combined with (6.1) as
expressed in (6.4), and then the current density is simplified by substituting (6.2) into (6.4). As a
result, it is noted that (6.5) is a combination of (6.1), (6.2), and (6.3). The objective of this
section is to apply the equation (6.5) to the rectangular rotor slot given in Fig. 6.1 and then to
determine the analytical expression of unaligned inductance in the single-body E-core SRM.








 1
 1
1
J
 B 
  (  A) 
(  A)   2 A

0

0

0


 2 A   0 J

(6.4)
(6.5)

Since only the z-axis component of current density exists in the two-dimensional problem
as a consequence of the fact that the motor is placed in the x-y plane, the equation (6.5) can be
written as

 2 Az    0 J z

(6.6)

Considering that there is no excitation in the rotor slot and assuming that

Az is

dependent only on x and y, (6.6) is reduced to Laplace’s equation as following.

 2 Az  2 Az
 2 0
x 2
y

(6.7)

As mentioned earlier, it is desired to find a solution of vector potential for (6.7) that
satisfies the boundary conditions of the rotor slot in Fig. 6.2. For the simplification of the
boundary conditions, the steel is considered to be unsaturated and the permeability of iron in the
motor is assumed to be infinite. Hence, all of the boundaries facing the steel part experience zero
magnetic field intensity, but two air gap regions,

l1 and l2 , between the stator and rotor pole tips

have to be defined by means of Ampere’s law as follows:
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Fig. 6.2 Conditions of magnetic field intensity on the boundary of the rotor slot

H x ( x, hr ) 

N pI p

, 0  x  l1

(6.8)

H x ( x, hr )  0, l1  x  l1  wsp

(6.9)

H x ( x, hr )  

N pI p
l2

l1

, l1  wsp  x  l1  wsp  l2

(6.10)

As obtained in (6.8) to (6.10), magnetic field intensity on the boundary line parallel to the
x-axis with

y  hr is separated into three conditions over a range of zero to l ry of x. As a result,

the boundary conditions on the rectangular box are determined as shown in Fig. 6.2.

With the aid of these three equations, the magnetic field intensity
expressed in a Fourier series form as given in (6.11). Since
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H x ( x, hr ) is

H x ( x, hr ) is an even function, bn

is zero for all n. After deriving

an expressed in (6.12), a0 is found to be zero, and consequently,

(6.11) can be simplified to (6.13).


 nx 



  bn sin nx 
H x ( x, hr )  a0   an cos
 l 
 l 
n1 
ry


 ry 



(6.11)

 n(lry  l2 )  
2N p I p 
  nl1 
 l2 
an 
l1  sin
sin

 
n   lry 
l
ry

 


(6.12)

 nx 

H x ( x, hr )   an cos


n1
 lry 

(6.13)





Considering that the magnetic field intensity

H x ( x, hr ) has a cosine term in every

element of its Fourier series in (6.13), one of the known solutions for Laplace’s equation in (6.7)
can be chosen by

 ny   nx 
 cos

Az   An cosh




l
l
n1
 ry   ry 

(6.14)

Starting from (6.1), it is apparent that the magnetic field intensity vector can be obtained
in the rotor slot as long as the vector potential is determined. However,

An is unknown in (6.14),

and hence, the next step is to complete the vector potential by comparing two expressions of
magnetic field intensity, (6.13) and (6.15), as following.



  A 1  Az Ay   Ax Az   Ay Ax  
 xˆ  
 zˆ 
H ( x, y ) 




 yˆ  

0
0  y z   z x   x y   (6.15)

First,


H needs to be rearranged as given into (6.16) because Ax and Ay do not exist,

and substituting (6.14) in (6.16) allows the magnetic field intensity vector to be expressed by the
vector potential as written in (6.17), where


H is decomposed into the x-component ( H x ) in
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(6.18) and the y-component ( H y ) in (6.19).


1  Az
A

H ( x, y ) 
xˆ  z
0  y
x


yˆ 




H ( x, y )   H x ( x, y ) xˆ  H y ( x, y ) yˆ 
n 1

(6.16)

(6.17)

where

 ny   nx 
n
 cos

sinh 




0lry
 lry   lry 

(6.18)

 ny   nx 
n
 sin

cosh
 l   l 
0lry
 ry   ry 

(6.19)



H x ( x, y )   An
n1


H y ( x, y )   An
n1

Using the vector components of


H given in (618) and (6.19), one must check whether

both components of the magnetic field intensity vector satisfy the boundary conditions illustrated
in Fig. 6.2. From (6.20) to (6.22), it is verified that three boundaries formed by the rotor slot are
in perfect agreement with Fig. 6.2. Conversely, the last boundary facing the stator pole surface is
not yet confirmed. Therefore, equations (6.13) and (6.23) have to be matched so that the vector
potential solution in (6.14) for Laplace’s equation can be substantiated for all the boundary
conditions.


H x ( x,0)   An
n1



H y (0, y )   An
n1


H y (lry , y)   An
n1


H x ( x, hr )   An
n1

 nx 
n
0
sinh 0cos
 l 
0lry
 ry 

(6.20)

 ny 
n
 sin0  0
cosh
 l 
0lry
 ry 

(6.21)

 ny 
n
 sinn   0
cosh


0lry
 lry 

(6.22)

 nhr   nx 
n
 cos

sinh 




0lry
 lry   lry 

(6.23)
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Comparing (6.23) with (6.13) leads to the solution of
(6.14) is analytically determined, and as a result,

An 

An so that the vector potential in

An is given by


 n(lry  l2 )  
  nl1 

 l2 
sin
l

sin
 
1


 
l
l




nh
ry
ry



 
r 

(n) 2 sinh 
 l 
 ry 
20lry N p I p

(6.24)

Additionally, the x-component and y-component of the magnetic field intensity vector
given in (6.18) and (6.19) are analytically determined by

An in (6.24). Considering that the

permeability of air inside the rectangular box in Fig. 6.2 is constant, the x-component and ycomponent flux density on the boundary of the box are easily calculated as shown in (6.25) and
(6.26):


Bx ( x, y )   An
n1



By ( x, y )   An
n1

 ny   nx 
 cos

sinh 




lry
 lry   lry 

(6.25)

 ny   nx 
 sin

cosh




lry
 lry   lry 

(6.26)

n

n

The x-component flux does not pass through stator excitation poles with energized
windings, and in other words, there is no flux linkage with those windings. Hence, from the
given y-component flux density multiplied by the product of appropriate cross-sectional area and
number of turns, the corresponding flux linkage is obtained by
l ry

  N p  N pl  By ( x, hr )dx
0

(6.27)

where



lry

0

0 (n  even)
 nx 
lry
dx   cos(n)  1  
sin
 2lry
 l 
(n  odd )

n

 ry 
 n
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(6.28)

The analytical expression of flux linkage is expressed as given in (6.29), and it is seen
that there is

An inside the summation.

  N pl

2lry
n



n  odd

An

 nhr 

cosh


lry
 lry 

n

(6.29)

Substituting (6.24) into (6.29), it can be shown that the total flux linkage of phase
windings at the unaligned rotor position is

 nl 
 n(lry  l2 ) 
 l2
sin 1  l1  sin




l
l
ns
ry 
ry
2



 ph  4 0lryl N p I ph 
np
 nhr 
n  odd

(n) 2 tanh 
 l 
 ry 
where

(6.30)

ns , n p , and I ph are number of series windings per phase, number of parallel windings

per phase, and phase current, respectively.

As a result, unaligned inductance is obtained in (6.31) by virtue of the step-by-step
procedure starting from the vector potential in the rectangular box.

 nl 
 n(lry  l2 ) 
 l2
sin 1  l1  sin




lry
n
 lry 


Lu  4 s 0lryl N p2 
np
 nhr 
n  odd

(n) 2 tanh 
 l 
 ry 
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(6.31)

6.3 Verification of analytical unaligned inductance
As long as the dimensions and number of turns of a motor are provided, the analytical
expression of unaligned inductance in (6.31) can be utilized under the condition that there is no
overlap between stator and rotor poles. After the excited poles in the stator start to face rotor pole
surfaces, another approach has to be employed to include the effect of flux going through a part
of the overlapped region between the stator and rotor poles. However, even after this overlap
rotor position, the unaligned inductance in (6.31) continues to act as an important variable.

When some overlap starts to exist between the stator excitation and rotor poles, the
corresponding flux across the air gap between those pole surfaces is dominant in the magnetic
circuit due to saturation in the steel. In spite of this main flux in the not fully aligned rotor
position, there is a fringing flux across the relatively large air gap between the stator excitation
pole and rotor back iron. Under the circumstances, the total flux coming from the excitation pole
can be considered as a combination of the main and fringing flux so that flux linkage of a phase
can be analytically computed [101-102]. A key factor in those two flux paths is the variation of
air gap, especially for the fringe path, and its air gap length is assumed to be a function of rotor
position. The length is maximal at the beginning of overlap without main flux and it is at a
minimum at the fully aligned rotor position [101-102]. In calculating the air gap length on the
fringing flux path from its maximum to minimum, the unaligned inductance in (6.31) is
incorporated in such a way that the maximum air gap is able to give rise to an inductance value
same as a calculated one from (6.31) at the beginning of overlap between the stator excitation
and rotor poles.

Realizing that the behavior of the fringing flux is taken into account until there is no
overlap, the estimation of unaligned inductance has to be accurately executed. Unaligned
inductance in the L-yoke single-body E-core SRM is calculated in (6.32) and its value is
0.0023H compared to 0.0030H of unaligned inductance given from FEA at 2A.
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 nl 
 n(lry  l2 ) 
 l2
sin 1  l1  sin




l
l
ns
ry 
ry
2



Lu  4 0lryl N p 
 0.0023H
np


n odd
nhr 
(n) 2 tanh 
 l 
 ry 

(6.32)

where ns = 2, np = 1, μ0 = 4π×10-7 H/m, lry = 7.855 mm, l = 25.4 mm, Np = 100 turns, l1 = l2 =
0.809 mm, and hr = 14.997 mm.
The calculated unaligned inductance is not sufficient to encompass the behavior of
fringing flux due to 23.3% deviation from the FEA inductance. As shown in Fig. 6.3, fringing
flux of the single-body E-core SRM becomes more complicated at the unaligned position than
that of a conventional 4/2 SRM due to the large number of poles in the E-core stator and rotor.
By means of the MEC technique described in chapter 4, unaligned inductance is estimated at
0.0029H with 2A of phase current, and its difference from FEA is approximately 3.3% within
acceptable error since all the flux tubes at the unaligned position in Fig. 6.3 is covered by
calculating inductance in the MEC network.

Due to the complexity of fringing flux at the unaligned position, only unaligned
inductance is obtained from the MEC method in this research. The modeling of flux tubes in the
MEC becomes difficult because of their dimensional change with respect to rotor position, but
no such a change of the flux tubes at the unaligned position allows the MEC method to be
incorporated into the calculation of air gap on the fringing flux path, and the procedure will be
detailed in the next section.
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Fig. 6.3 Flux paths in air gap of single-body E-core SRM at the unaligned position

6.4 Calculation of flux linkage in the monolithic E-core SRM
6.4.1 Calculation of main flux linkage

Two assumptions have to be made for the analytical calculation of flux linkage generated
by phase windings. First, there is no leakage of the flux in air gap around stator and rotor poles.
Second, as shown in Fig. 6.4, the total flux supplied by phase windings can be considered as a
combination of main and fringing flux at a rotor position of partial overlap between stator
excitation poles, S1 and S3, and rotor poles, R1 and R6, respectively. Flux circulation from the
stator pole S1 is separated into two different paths one of which is main flux flowing through a
closed loop lM, and the other path for the fringing flux is represented by lF given in Fig. 6.4.
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Fig. 6.4 Main and fringing flux paths when stator poles have partial overlap with rotor poles

Using Ampere’s circuital law along the paths lM and lF, the sum of products of magnetic
field intensity, the corresponding length in steel core and air gap around stator excitation and
common poles, S1 and C1 in case of lM is equal to total MMF enclosed by each closed loop as
expressed in (6.33) and (6.35).

H cm  lcm  H gm1  l gm1  H gm 2  l gm 2  N p  I p

(6.33)

where

lcm  hs  2hr  hc  l sy  lry
where

(6.34)

H cm , H gm1 , and H gm 2 in case of the main flux are magnetic field intensity in core and

air gap around the stator pole S1 the common pole C1, respectively. N p , I p are the number of
turns per pole and current flowing through the windings, respectively.

hs , hc , and hr are pole

height in excitation, common, and rotor poles, respectively. l sy , l ry are flux path lengths in
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stator back iron and rotor back iron, respectively.

H cf  lcf  H gf 1  l gf 1  H gf 2  l gf 2  N p  I p

(6.35)

lcf  hs  hr  hc  lsy  lry

(6.36)

where

where H cf , H gf 1 , and H gf 2 on the fringing path are magnetic field intensity in core and air
gap around the stator pole S1 and the common pole C4, respectively.

Fig. 6.5 shows the reluctance network of the monolithic L-yoke E-core SRM and
illuminates the flow of flux regarding both the main and fringing flux paths. The two air-gap
magnetic field intensities in (6.33) are expressed by each flux density as

H gm1 

Bm1

H gm 2 

Bm 2

(6.37)

0

(6.38)

0

Realizing that there are two more air-gap flux paths around non-excited stator poles, S2
and S4 in Fig. 6.4, two air-gap reluctances  gm 3 and  gf 3 around the non-excited stator poles
are to be incorporated into the reluctance circuit given in Fig. 6.5. Another important
understanding of the reluctance network is that the total flux

t

is halved at the node X since the

two air-gap reluctances of the non-excited stator poles are the same, and two other air-gap
reluctances,  gm 2 and  gf 2 , around common poles C1 and C4 are also considered to be the
same due to the distinct design of the common-pole structure. As a result, air-gap flux density

Bm 2 of the common pole C1 is given in (6.39), from which the flux density is expressed as a
combination of main and fringing flux as derived in (6.41).
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Fig. 6.5 Reluctance network of single-body E-core SRM

Bm 2 

m 2
Am 2

 gm3
0.5t
Am 2  gm 2   gm3



(6.39)

where

l gm 3
 gm 3
 gm 2   gm 3



0 Am3
l gm 2

0 Am 2



l gm 3

0 Am 3

Bm 2  0.5( f 1  m1 )



l gm 3 Am 2
l gm 2 Am 3  l gm 3 Am 2

(6.40)

l gm 3
l gm 2 Am3  l gm3 Am 2

(6.41)

By substituting (6.41) into (6.38), the air-gap magnetic field intensity around the common
pole C1 is given by
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H gm 2 

f1


A
C  m1 C  f 1 C  m1 C  Bm1
0
0
0
0

(6.42)

where

C

0.5l gm 3
l gm 2 Am3  l gm 3 Am 2

(6.43)

Two magnetic field intensities, H gm1 in (6.37) and H gm 2 in (6.42), are incorporated
into (6.33), and hence,

H cm  lcm  N p  I p 

C

0

 f 1lgm 2 

1

0

(lgm1  C  Am1lgm 2 ) Bm1

(6.44)

As the equation (6.34) has been converted to (6.44), regarding the fringing flux path, lF,
in Fig. 6.4, almost the same procedure can be applied as follows. It is straightforward to attain
the analytical expression of air-gap flux density B f 2 around the common pole C4 as given in
(6.49).

B f 1  H cf  0 H gf 1

Bf 2 



f1
Af 1

(6.46)



f1
0 A f 1

(6.47)

H cf 

Bf 1

H gf 1 

Bf 1

f 2

 gf 3
0.5t
Af 2  gf 2   gf 3

Af 2




0

(6.45)

B f 2  ( f 1  m1 ) D
where
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(6.48)
(6.49)

D

0.5lgf 3
(6.50)

l gf 2 Af 3  l gf 3 Af 2

By using (6.49), the corresponding air-gap magnetic field intensity is given by

H gf 2 

Bf 2

0



D

0

( f 1  m1 ) 

D

0

( f 1  Am1Bm1 )

(6.51)

Therefore, as shown in (6.52), substituting three equations (6.46), (6.47), and (6.51) into
(6.35) allows that fringing flux

f1

flowing through air gap of the excitation pole S1 on the path

Bm1 around air gap of the excitation pole S1 on the

lF in Fig. 6.4 is characterized by flux density

main flux path, lM, and (6.52) is rearranged as in (6.53).

f1

D
lcf  f 1 lgf 1  ( f 1  Am1Bm1 )lgf 2  N p  I p
Af 1
0 Af 1
0
f1 

Np  Ip
E



DAm1lgf 2

0 E

Bm1

(6.52)

(6.53)

where

E

lcf

Af 1



l gf 1

0 A f 1



Dl gf 2

0

(6.54)

The combination of two equations, (6.53) and (6.44), is written as

H cm lcm  N p I p 

Cl gm 2  N p I p DAm1lgf 2
 1


Bm1   (lgm1  CAm1lgm 2 ) Bm1 (6.55)
0  E
0 E
 0
 H cm  F

N pI p



lcm

Bm1
l
 0lcm gm

(6.56)

where

F 1

Clgm 2

0 E
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(6.57)

lgm  lgm1  CAm1lgm 2 

Clgm 2 DAm1lgf 2

(6.58)

0 E

It is noted in (6.56) that the magnetic field intensity ( H cm ) of iron in case of main flux is
expressed by the variation of the air-gap flux density ( Bm1 ) around the excitation pole S1 in
conjunction with dimensional change and material nonlinearity in variables,
there are two unknowns,
solution. Realizing that
pole S1,

F and l gm . Since

H cm and Bm1 , in (6.56), another equation is necessary to find a unique

m1 in

Fig. 6.5 flows through both steel and air gap of the excitation

Bm1 is able to also represent flux density in the energized stator pole due to the same

cross-sectional area in the steel and air gap. In [101], the behavior of steel is analytically given in
terms of magnetic field intensity and flux density by introducing a variable denoting saturated
flux density ( Bsat ) as written in (6.59).

Bm1 

H cm
 0 H cm
H cm

1

(6.59)

Bsat

By substituting (6.56) into (6.59), a single-unknown equation is obtained in (6.60), and it
is rearranged as a quadratic equation for

Bm1 as shown in (6.62).

 N I
B l 
Bsat   F p p  m1  gm 
lcm
0 lcm 
 N I
B l 

Bm1 
 0  F p p  m1  gm 
lcm
0 lcm 
 N I
B l 

Bsat    F p p  m1  gm 
lcm
0 lcm 


(6.60)

2
2

N p I p l gm
 l gm  2 
 N p I p 
 l
  2 F
 Bm1   gm Bm21  Bsat Bm1
0   F
Bm1  
lcm 
lcm 0 lcm
0 lcm


 0 lcm 


N I
l
l
N I
N I
  F p p Bm1  Bsat gm Bm1  Bsat 0 gm Bm1  Bsat  F p p  Bsat 0 F p p
lcm
0 lcm
0 lcm
lcm
lcm
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0
s1 Bm21  s2 Bm1  s3  0

(6.61)
(6.62)

where

s1 

 l gm  l gm 
1 

0 lcm  lcm 

  FN p I p  2l gm  l gm 
 
1 
 
1  
s2   Bsat 1 
lcm Bsat 
lcm  lcm  0 

2

0   N p I p  
 NpI p
 F
 
  0  
s3  Bsat F
l
B
l
cm
sat 
cm  




After dividing by s1, (6.62) is simplified to (6.66) from which the solution of

(6.63)

(6.64)

(6.65)

Bm1 is

easily determined to satisfy the given quadratic equation as derived in (6.69).

Bm21  1 Bm1   2  0

(6.66)

where

s
B
1  2   sat
l
s1
1  gm
lcm


 0 FN p I p  2l gm 
 0  lcm 

1 


 1 
 

l gm Bsat 
lcm 

   l gm 0 


s
B
 2  3  sat
l
s1
1  gm
lcm

 B
Bm1  0.5 sat
 l gm
1  l
cm




0 FN p I p 2 
 0 FN p I p
  0  



l
Bsat l gmlcm 

gm




 0  lcm
 

   l gm



 0 FN p I p  2l gm 



1 
   

1 

0 
l gm Bsat 
lcm 





where
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(6.67)

(6.68)

(6.69)


 0 FN p I p  2lgm 
 0  lcm 

1 



 1 
2 
  lgm 0 
lgm Bsat 
lcm 
 lgm  


1 

 lcm 
2
Bsat

B
 4 sat
l
1  gm
lcm



0 FN p I p 2 
 0 FN p I p
  0  



l
B
l
l


gm
sat
gm
cm



2

(6.70)

Regarding the phase current I p in (6.70), the equation is reorganized as a quadratic form
as following.

   2 I p2  1I 1p   0 I p0

(6.71)

where

 FN 


2

2

0

p

2
 l gm  l gm
1 

l
cm 


 FN 


2

1

1 2 Bsat
2 2
 l gm  l gm  FN p
1 

l
cm 

0

p

 0 
0 
 
2 
 l gm    
1 

l
cm 

2
Bsat

1

2

2

(6.72)



 

l gm 
l


1
 cm 

 0  


 lcm 



 1
l

 gm 0 

(6.73)

2

As a result, using equations (6.69) and (6.71), two solutions for

(6.74)

Bm1 can be obtained due

to positive and negative signs in front of the square root in (6.69). However, only one solution
for

Bm1 having the negative square root is finally chosen by the fact that the flux density Bm1

has to be zero with no phase current as given in (6.75).
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0.5 0 FN p
Bm1 
l
lgm
1  gm
lcm

2



2
l


B
l
2
B
l
B
l
1  gm  I  sat m1  I 2  sat m 2 I   sat m1  
p
p

lcm 
 FN p
 FN p p   FN p  



(6.75)
where


 r
0

(6.76)

lm1  lcm   r  1lgm

(6.77)

lm 2  lcm   r  1l gm

(6.78)

From (6.75), it is easy to derive the analytical expression of main flux linkage as given by

m1  , I ph   ns N pm1  ns N p Am1 Bm1  I

p  I ph

/ np

(6.79)

m1  , I ph  
rs 
0
 l gm 
1 
l gm
l
cm 


2
2





2
l
I
I
I


B
l
2
B
l
B
l
gm
ph
ph
ph
1 
  sat m 2

 sat m1  
  sat m1  



lcm  n p  FN p
 FN p n p   FN p  
 np 



(6.80)
where

0  0.5ns 0 FN p2 l

(6.81)

rs and  are stator bore radius and overlap angle between stator and rotor poles on the main
flux path, respectively. n p ,

ns , l , and I ph are number of parallel windings per phase, number

of series windings per phase, stack length of the motor, and phase current, respectively.
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6.4.2 Calculation of fringing flux linkage

In case of no overlap between stator excitation and rotor poles, there is no main flux path
as shown in Fig. 6.6. Hence, all equations from (6.82) to (6.85) are the same as those derived in
the previous section.

H cf  lcf  H gf 1  l gf 1  H gf 2  l gf 2  N p  I p
B f 1  H cf  0 H gf 1

H cf 

Bf 1

H gf 1 

Bf 1

(6.82)
(6.83)

(6.84)



(6.85)

0

Flux density in air gap of the common pole, C4, in Fig. 6.4 is characterized only by

f1,

and the main flux does not affect the flux density ( B f 2 ) in this case.

B f 2  0 H gf 2 

f 2
Af 2




 gf 2
1 


f1
Af 2   gf 2   gf 3 

(6.86)

From (6.86), hence, H gf 2 becomes

H gf 2 

Af 1 B f 1

G

(6.87)

lgf 2 Af 3  lgf 3 Af 2

(6.88)

Af 2 0

where

G

lgf 3 Af 2
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Fig. 6.6 Reluctance network of single-body E-core SRM at the unaligned position

By substituting (6.85) and (6.87) into (6.82), H cf is given by

H cf 

NpI p
lcf



lgf

0lcf

Bf 1

(6.89)

where

lgf  lgf 1  G

Af 1
Af 2

lgf 2

(6.90)

Using (6.84) and (6.89), flux density B f 1 is derived as

 N I 
Bf 1    p p 

lcf 
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l
1  gf
 l
0 cf







(6.91)

From the fringing flux density ( B f 1 ) in air gap around a stator excitation pole, the
unaligned inductance ( L po ) as a key term can be calculated as

Lpo 

ns N p
B f 1, po Af 1, po
np I p

(6.92)

where


N I 
B f 1, po    po p p 

lcf 


  pol gf 0 
1 




l
0 cf 


A f 1, po  wsp  l
where B f 1, po , A f 1, po ,

 po , and l gf 0

are B f 1 , A f 1 ,

(6.93)
(6.94)

 , and l gf

at the beginning of overlap

between stator excitation and rotor poles, respectively.

Using (6.92), as a result, the air-gap length of fringing flux at the beginning of overlap
position is analytically derived by

l gf 0

2
ns 0  N p  wsp  l 0


l
np
L po
 po cf

(6.96)

The air-gap length of fringing flux is assumed to be a function of rotor position. The
length becomes l gf 0 as its maximum at the beginning of overlap, and its minimum is found as

l gf , a derived from (6.90) as written in (6.97). Also, it is assumed that the air gap varies linearly
in between.

lgf , a  lgf 1, a  Ga
where l gf , a , l gf 1, a ,

Af 1, a
Af 2, a

lgf 2, a

(6.97)

Ga , A f 1, a , A f 2 , a , and l gf 2, a are l gf , l gf 1 , G , Af 1 , A f 2 , and l gf 2 at

the fully aligned rotor position, respectively.
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Therefore, the sum of main flux density ( Bm1 ) in (6.75) and fringing flux density ( B f 1 )
in (6.91) leads to total flux linkage of phase windings for the L-yoke single-body E-core SRM.
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6.5 Verification of analytical flux linkage
The analytical model of phase flux linkage is developed by means of separation of main
and fringing flux paths at a rotor position in which a set of stator excitation poles experiences
partial overlap with rotor poles, and hence, the model allows flux linkage to be calculated with
respect to rotor position at various levels of phase current. Flux linkage of the L-yoke singlebody E-core SRM designed in the previous chapters is mathematically obtained and plotted from
the unaligned to aligned rotor position in steps of 2° angle as given in Fig. 6.7.

Fig. 6.7 Analytical flux linkage of single-body E-core SRM

To verify the analytical flux linkage, dynamic simulation is conducted under single pulse
operation at 3000 rpm, and the results for flux linkage are compared with those given from FEA
and plotted in Fig. 6.8. The average torque is 0.648 Nm for the FEA flux linkages and 0.623 Nm
for analytical flux linkage. Since the difference is approximately 4%, performance estimated
from the analytical flux linkage can be used for the design of a motor within a reasonable error.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 6.8 Phase current and torque waveforms in dynamic performance simulation in L-yoke
single-body E-core SRM with single pulse operation @ 3000 rpm, (a) FEA flux linkage, (b)
analytical flux linkage.
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6.6 Approximate design equations
Fig. 6.9 shows the variation of flux linkage in an SRM from the unaligned to aligned
rotor position with respect to phase current. The product of voltage and time taken from the
unaligned to aligned rotor position is equal to

V  t  ( Lsa  Lu )  i

(6.98)

where

Lsa : Saturated aligned inductance per phase

Lu : Unaligned inductance per phase
V : Applied voltage
t : Time needed for the rotor to spin from the unaligned to aligned position

Fig. 6.9 Flux linkage of an SRM from the unaligned to aligned position with respect to phase
current

Also, the time is
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t
where

 s and  m

s
m

(6.99)

are stator pole arc in radian and rotor speed in radian per second, respectively.

Presenting two definitions

Lsa
Lua

(6.100)

Lua
u 
Lu

(6.101)



Substituting three equations (6.99), (6.100), and (6.101) into (6.98),

V

m s 
1 

La i 1 
s

u 


(6.102)

Additionally, flux linkage of a phase is expressed as

Lsa i  B  As  N ph
where

(6.103)

As D  L  (0.5 s ) is the area of a stator excitation pole. D , L , B , and N ph are stator

bore diameter, stack length, flux density at the aligned position, and number of turns per phase,
respectively.

The specific electric loading is defined as following.

Asp 

2 N phi  m
D

(6.104)

where m is number of phases.

The developed power is

Pd  ke kdV  i  m
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(6.105)

where

k e and kd are efficiency and duty cycle, respectively.
Also, the duty cycle can be written as

kd 
where

i , q , and Pr

i  qPr
360

(6.106)

are current conduction angle for each rising inductance, number of phases,

and number of rotor poles, respectively.

From (6.102) and (6.103),

  2 
1 
 BAsp D 2 LN r
1 
Pd  ke kd 
 120  u 
where

(6.107)

Nr is rotor speed in radian per minute.
(6.107) can be simplified by using some coefficients defined in (6.109) and (6.110).

Pd  kc kd k1k2 BAsp D2 LN r

(6.108)

where

k1 

2
120

k2  1 

(6.109)

1

u

(6.110)

As a result, electromagnetic torque is derived as

T  kd ke k3k2 BAsp D 2 L

(6.111)

where

k3 


4

(6.112)

Using some information supplied from the analytical flux linkage, the electromagnetic
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torque is estimated in (6.113), and it is 2.5% higher compared to the dynamic simulation in Fig.
6.8(a), 0.648 Nm. Therefore, the approximate torque equation in conjunction with the analytical
flux linkage can be employed in an iterative design procedure for optimizing an SRM.

T  kd ke k3k2 BAsp D 2 L  0.664 Nm

(6.113)

where

kd  0.778

(6.114)

ke  0.820

(6.115)

k3  0.785

(6.116)

k2  0.512

(6.117)

B  1.8 T

(6.118)

Asp  20,200

(6.119)

D  0.05295 m

(6.118)

L  0.0254 m

(6.118)

6.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, the step-by-step design procedure of an SRM is proposed by means of
some approximate equations to predict key performances of the motor such as torque and output
power with the aid of the analytical flux linkage. Torque estimation from the proposed method is
higher by 2.5% than that of dynamic simulation using FEA flux linkage. One of the big benefits
in the design scheme is that there is no need for large computational load and necessary
information determined by experimental tests and/or FEA simulations.
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CHAPTER 7
THERMAL ANALYSIS OF A TWO-PHASE E-CORE
SWITCHED RELUCTANCE MOTOR
7.1 Introduction
The investigation of thermal stress as acting on a rotating electrical machine is critical
because gradual thermal fatigue in the stator and/or rotor can cause lifetime reduction and
mechanical distortion in a part of the machine due to high heat generation over a temperature
limit of the insulation material [71]. Therefore, thermal analysis has been conducted on different
types of motors for years such as induction motors [71-74, 77-79, 81-83, 85, 87-90], permanent
magnet synchronous motors [75, 92], synchronous reluctance motors [91], brushless DC motors
[80], and switched reluctance motors [76, 84, 86]. Since thermal load during the startup of
induction motors affects their lifetime and reliability [72, 89] and there is copper windings or
aluminum bar in the rotor compared to other motor structures, thermo-mechanical analysis has
been more rigorously performed for design and manufacturing processes [71, 79, 81-83, 85, 8789, 90].

Representing a motor with a thermal model enables the monitoring of online temperature
for the purpose of protection [71], and a temperature observer is implemented to prevent several
faults related to severe thermal stress [75]. In addition, temperature estimation from the thermal
model compensates for the variation of winding resistance in real time [73, 79]. The thermal
analysis along with structural design of a motor is able to contribute to the selection of insulation
grade and power rating of the motor, especially when experimental measurements are not
sufficient or measured data are not effective in analyzing a novel structure [76, 79]. As a result,
more motor manufacturers have been focusing on thermal analysis in parallel with the
electromagnetic design of a motor [89], and a combination of these two aspects is numerically
utilized on the design optimization [92].
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There are two distinct methods for developing a thermal model: an equivalent thermal
model [77-79, 82, 85, 87, 90] and the lumped parameter method [71, 73-74, 76, 79, 80-81, 83,
91]. Parameters in the equivalent model are usually determined by tests specific to the
construction conditions of actual motors would be [77-79, 87]. The lumped parameter thermal
model is formulated mainly from motor dimensions and material thermal coefficients [71], and
heat generation from motor losses can be included as a point source of the thermal network in aid
of electromagnetic finite element analysis. Obviously, the experimental measurement of some
parameters in the lumped parameter model can account for the complexity of dynamic heat flow
to make the model more accurate [71, 79]. Another key factor of the lumped parameter method is
that it can allow the model to be divided into the corresponding motor parts, such as steel in the
stator and rotor, winding copper, and the air around those separate components. Due to the
modeling of thermal variation in all parts of the motor, the lumped parameter approach is
suitable for validating thermal behavior of a new machine structure. Hence, a single-body E-core
SRM is analyzed in this section by means of the lumped parameter thermal model.

7.2 Basic Element of a Lumped Thermal Model for an Electrical Motor
Heat is transmitted by conduction, convection, and radiation. Temperature variation
caused by radiation is negligible in electrical motors so that its effect can be ignored in the
thermal model without significantly deteriorating the accuracy [93]. The lumped parameters are
incorporated for taking into account conductive heat transmission, and each parameter is
calculated from its dimensional information, the thermal property of its material, and the heat
transfer coefficient. The resulting parametric lumps are interconnected by thermal resistances to
account for convective heat flux flowing through air between the conductive lumped parameters.

The lumped-parameter thermal model needs to define all the separate thermal
components out of a motor assembly. Using a simple approximation method where the motor is
divided into a cylindrical solid body as shown in Fig. 7.1(a), basic equations expressing thermal
conductive phenomena in the motor are derived and the following assumptions are made. There
are heat flows in the radial (  1 ,  2 ) and axial (  3 ,  4 ) directions with negligible heat flow in
the circumferential direction. Temperature variation is independent in the two different major
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directions, and their mean temperatures are identical. The resultant thermal model is assumed to
be symmetrical about a radial plane located in the middle center of the motor. Hence,
temperature distribution in the model is symmetrical under the condition of no external fan for
cooling.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7.1 Elementary thermal network, (a) cylindrical thermal body, (b) the corresponding axial
and radial thermal network.

These assumptions allow a conductively transmitted heat mechanism to be a three-node
thermal network in the radial and axial directions, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 7.1(b), the
radial thermal network has three terminals where two of them are considered as surface
temperatures

1

and

thermal resistances

2 ,

and the third one represents the mean temperature

M

with three

R1 , R2 , and R R in the corresponding terminals, respectively. Similarly,
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the axial network has three terminals (  3 ,  4 , and

 M ), and its mean temperature point is same

as one in the radial network. As a result, the combined lumped thermal model is obtained after
including internal heat generation U and thermal storage C as shown in Fig. 7.1(b).

The calculation of all the thermal resistances in the cylindrical network is performed to
account for the conductive heat transmission in the axial and radial directions [94-95]. The
resistances are derived in details by using the dimensional information and thermal
conductivities

k r and k a in the radial and axial direction as following [94-95].

 r2  
2
 2r1 ln  
r
1 
R1 
1  2  21  
4k r l 
r2  r1 





(7.1)

 2  r2  
 2r2 ln  
1 
 r1   1
R2 

4kr l  r22  r12





(7.2)


 r 
4r12 r22 ln 2  

1
 r1  
r 2  r 2 
RR 
2
1
8 (r22  r12 )kr l 
r22  r12 





(7.3)

R3 

l
2ka (r22  r12 )

(7.4)

R4 

l
2ka (r22  r12 )

(7.5)

RA 

l
6k a (r22  r12 )

(7.6)

The heat generation U can be iron loss in steel or copper loss in windings and its value
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can be easily determined in the simulation of a motor of interest using FEA. The thermal
capacitance C is derived from the material density  , the specific heat

c p , and some of the

motor dimensions.

C  c p (r22  r12 )l

7.3 Lumped Thermal Model for an SRM

(a)
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(7.7)

(b)
Fig. 7.2 Single-body E-core SRM assembly, (a) with end bells, (b) without end bells.

Since the cylindrical network is a basic thermal lump for analyzing a single-body E-core
SRM, the subdivision of the motor using the elementary network has to be carried out to
facilitate the thermal study. Fig. 7.2 describes a three dimensional view of the motor assembly,
and there are six thermal bodies such as a stator core assembly, copper windings, a rotor core
assembly, a shaft, a set of end bells, and air between the given solid bodies in which the principal
heat flow paths should be taken into account from the conductive and convective thermal
perspective. Using the elementary thermal cylinder in Fig. 7.1(a), the way to break down each
part of the motor assembly into smaller pieces of thermal lumps is a trade-off between simplicity
and accuracy in the thermal model.

Applying the thermal network of a cylindrical solid body in Fig. 7.1(b) allows the
monolithic E-core SRM to be subdivided into several thermal lumps as shown in Fig. 7.3. In
particular, the thermal components are expressed as a combination of thermal resistances along
A ), stator back iron (○
B ),
with the corresponding major nodes in the model such as end bells (○
C ), stator slot windings (○
D ), stator end windings (○
E ), air gap (○
F ), rotor teeth (○
G ),
stator teeth (○
H ), shaft (○
I ), and end air (○
J ), respectively. The thermal elements are directly
rotor back iron (○

connected each other in most cases, but conversely, additional thermal resistances have to be
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included in some cases in order to characterize convective heat flows across air between two
adjacent rigid thermal bodies. Additionally, the heat generation U in the model can be estimated
from FEA simulations as iron and copper losses in steel and copper windings, respectively, and
the thermal capacitance C is numerically obtained from the equation (7.7).

Fig. 7.3 Total thermal model of single-body E-core SRM.
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7.4 Simplified Lumped Thermal Model for an SRM

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7.4 Simplified elementary thermal networks, (a) a combined resistance in the axial direction,
(b) simplification for a hollow cylinder.

Fig. 7.4(a) shows a cylindrical thermal network simplified from the previous one
illustrated in Fig. 7.1(b) where the temperatures

3

and

 4 are equal under the assumption that

temperature distribution in the cylinder is symmetrical about a central radial plane in the motor
assembly. Therefore, this simplification is analytically made as following.

RA1  0.5R3  RA 

Considering that the thermal resistance

l
12ka (r22  r12 )

(7.8)

RR in Fig. 7.4(a) can be neglected in most of

practical cases [79] and the axial temperature variation in the resistance

RA1 is negligible as well

[79], another simplification is possible and the modified model is depicted in Fig. 7.4(b) where
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the two resistances

R1' and R2 ' can be computed as shown in (7.9) and (7.10) by using a well-

known thermal resistance equation for a hollow cylinder [94-95].

where

R1' 

r
1
ln m
2k r l  r1





(7.9)

R2' 

r 
1
ln 2 
2k r l  rm 

(7.10)

rm 

r1  r2
2

Fig. 7.5 Simplified total thermal model of single-body E-core SRM.

This modified thermal network allows most of the solid bodies representing a part of the
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motor assembly to be incorporated as a simple thermal element with temperature transfer in the
radial direction. The previous thermal model in Fig. 7.3 is reduced to a simplified one shown in
A ), stator back iron (○
B ),
Fig. 7.5 with nine major parts of the motor assembly such as end bells (○
C ), stator windings (○
D ), air gap (○
E ), rotor teeth (○
F ), rotor back iron (○
G ), inner air
stator teeth (○
H ), and shaft (○
I ), respectively. Since thermal response to the model is investigated in the
(○

steady-state condition, all the thermal capacitances in Fig. 7.3 can be removed. Table 7.I outlines
the definition of thermal resistances in the simplified total thermal model in Fig. 7.5, and for
each resistance, there is its placement and detailed description as well.

TABLE 7.I
Definition of Thermal Resistances in the Simplified Total Thermal Model
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7.5 Conclusions
Due to the benefit of a lumped parameter thermal model leading to the investigation of
thermal variation in any part of a motor, the lumped model is suitable for validating thermal
behavior of a new machine structure. Hence, a two-phase single-body E-core SRM is modeled
by a simplified lumped-parameter thermal model in which there are nine major parts of the
motor assembly (end bells, stator back iron, stator teeth, stator windings, air gap, rotor teeth,
rotor back iron, inner air, and shaft).
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Conclusions

In this dissertation, a two-phase E-core SRM having the unique common-pole structure
has been investigated and validated as an alternative candidate for low-cost high-performance
applications. Three new magnetic designs for an E-core SRM comprising two segmented stator
cores or a monolithic stator core are proposed for good manufacturability, mechanically
robustness, ease of assembly, and electromagnetic performance improvement. Their feasibility
has been verified with comprehensive simulations and experimental correlations. Also, a
simplified thermal network for the E-core motor has been described and briefly modeled. The
major contributions of this study are summarized as following:

1) A magnetic equivalent circuit (MEC) approach is used to determine the maximum capability
of the machine in the form of deriving its aligned and unaligned flux linkages vs. stator
current excitation and it is correlated by two dimensional finite element analyses. Correlation
of simulation results with experimental prototype performance demonstrates the validity of
the machine design and its viability for practical applications. A few methods to assemble the
motor inexpensively are described to demonstrate the suitability of the proposed motor
design for manufacturability. The results indicate with fair confidence that this machine is
viable for low cost and high volume variable speed motor drive applications.

2) It is noted that the common poles contribute to short flux paths and almost no flux reversals
in the stator. The common poles have constant minimum reluctance around air gap leading to
significant positive torque improvement. Straight back irons in the I-yoke and L-yoke E-core
SRMs enhance manufacturability, and two bolt holes at the ends of both yokes considerably
improve assembling capability and mechanical robustness without affecting the flux paths.
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3) Also, the MEC technique is employed for validating the benefit of the E-core common-pole
structure through nodal analysis by means of permeance equations representing all flux paths.
Less saturation and higher permeance in the common poles is effective for torque generation,
and hence, the rate of change of total permeance in the L-yoke single-body E-core SRM with
respect to rotor position from unaligned to aligned rotor positions is higher than that of a
conventional 4/2 at most of rotor positions. As a result, it is noted that the common-pole
structure is a key factor for torque enhancement in the L-yoke single-body E-core SRM.

4) The new E-core SRMs are suitable for low-cost high-performance applications which are
strongly cost competitive since the all new E-core SRMs have 20% cost savings on copper
and the segmented E-core SRMs have 20% steel savings as well.

5) Due to the unique design of common poles which is their arc angle equal to one rotor pole
pitch and their intentional placement in between stator excitation poles, the common-pole Ecore structure experiences less saturation and higher permeance in the common poles leading
to high torque production. The insertion of two additional common poles into the segmented
configuration improves positive torque production, and using a full MEC analysis, the effect
of the common-pole structure on torque enhancement is analytically verified.

6) In this proposal, two different types of a two-phase E-core SRM (L-yoke segmented and
monolithic E-core designs) are proposed and analyzed for good manufacturability, cost
savings, and performance improvement. The novel E-core structures have the following
advantages over conventional SRMs. First, the new E-core SRMs are suitable for low-cost
high-performance applications which are strongly cost competitive since the all new E-core
SRMs have 20% cost savings on copper and the segmented E-core SRMs have 20% steel
savings as well. Simulation results show that higher efficiency by 7% and 12% at 2000 rpm
and by 3% and 7 % at 3000 rpm for the L-yoke segmented and L-yoke single-body SRMs,
respectively. Additionally, the E-core SRMs have lower radial force density in terms of the
peak and average value. The laboratory testing matches with the analytical prediction on
phase current, voltage, and efficiency
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7) Due to the benefit of a lumped parameter thermal model leading to the investigation of
thermal variation in any part of a motor, the lumped model is suitable for validating thermal
behavior of a new machine structure. Hence, a two-phase single-body E-core SRM is
modeled by a simplified lumped-parameter thermal model in which there are nine major
parts of the motor assembly such as end bells, stator back iron, stator teeth, stator windings,
air gap, rotor teeth, rotor back iron, inner air, and shaft.
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